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Ex~Morgan
legislator ·to get
award from MSU
i\lOREHEAD - Former
state senator Woodv Mav will
be honored for his· service to
~lorehead State University at
the school's anniversar\' celebration Frictay.
·
The former Morgan County
legislator will receive the univers it\' service award at
~1su·s· Founders Dav celebration 16 months aftei· retiring from the General Assembly. May has been in poor
health since suffering a stroke
in October 1990.
··senator May was always a
gentle but persuasive voice in
the General Assembly on
Morehead State's behalf and.
in many instances, was personally responsible for legislative approval and funding for
rnrious MSU projects:· said
Keith Kappes. Msu·s vice
president for university adn1ncement.

i\lay. who will turn 64 Satm·day. setTed 19 years in the
GPneral Assembly. including
l'ight years in the Senate.

i\lay·s leadership as chairman of the Senate Transporta1ion Committee was instrumental in getting Ky. 519 wid-

l'ned between Morehead and
West Libert;-. which improved
access for MSU students in the
Licking and Kentucky river
rnllevs.
Ma·y. of West Liberty. also
played a major role in securing the initial funding for the
ex pans ion of Msu·s off-.
campus classes. including
those taught at the state prison in West Libert;-. the Eastern Kentuckv Correctional
Complex.
·
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Billv Wellman, the state's ·
Justic·e Cabinet secretary and
state police commission~r,
will deliver the convocation
address.
Other activities marking
MSU's 71st year as a public institution include the induction
of three new members into the
alumni hall of fame.
.
Virginia G. Fox, executive
director of Kentucky Educational Television, Harry A.
walker, a retired FBI age1_1t,
and Dr. Nan K. Ward, a PlO·
neer in promoting equal opportunities in athletics for
women, will be inducted fol:
lowing the 7 p.m. alumm
awards dinner.
Two major donors - Mountain Rural Telephone Cooperative Corp. and the John T: and
Ada M. Diederich Educational
Trust - will be honored along
with other donors .~t~ a l).oon
luncheon.
'"· -·

"MSU is proud to recognize
the efforts of former Senator
May by adding his name to
the list of distinguished recipients of this award." said MSU
President Ronald G. Eaglin.
.. Respected throughout the
state. Woody May has been a
true friend to this university
and of the region."
The award will be presented
by Lois A. Baker, vice chairwoman of the MSU board of
regents, during a ceremony
beginning at 10:30 a.m. at But- .
ton Auditorium.
May's wife, Jean, will accept
the honor.
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G·radtlati ng:.'xsemfi~s~,
face ti9 job .,i"~!.~t!3

hf

· "A second,_.-wave~ comes·'.,in··.-a,\ong
about January,:~~:. , . ;.::,!': .-er, ~- ;_·/t,,..-\.,,.;_~·-.f~ ~
In an era of accountability, job offers · ·_ . "Then there-iire the ones who call us
have become an important bottom line,.- three 111onths after graduation in a papiq,
for ju~ging the benefits of a college · because they'.:~ft_find-~\ja~;i•!~;,;-::("-;';
By Dottle Bean

-· · · · ·

Herald-Leader education writer':'~

,~u:ti~~;

.

.. ,

s~me· griiduating· cpllege se-· . ,.,,'.ii!Th~~i~f~~;~~,,~fi

·ruors and therr parents, one of the worst .,, ·..-~;._;- , , . '.'.),/;;""'"' •·,:.:'..''llei,\J.~~L•~
job markets in two decades-is adding ta -, .. .: ~,,e, ll"PI\Y~ r,~;,y~, •~ ,_ ... ;:"!"t

the. disgust about the· costs· of higher , fewer'. studen!S :-h,ave, !l~nded -,~pCClll)_
education '
·· . · ·
, . -. college-sponsored JOP .fairs such·~ _Spot<
.. l{entuclcy_ college placement ~d ~:; ::light. '~3, condµcte,Lin .February:'~~- th~
reer. counseling officers say the displea- . Counctl _of K:en~,;J'!depen_dent ,:Co!:,
sure !)leans µ19re pressure than•ever.:---':~';.leges-~~.tJ~v~~!lSiik,'•,.,;,. !·•f<t~·H1-iJ::
from parents;_ students, _college :~dminis<:;-.;:.::..,:'.Som.eof them -~ve_ giv1;11·up_:-":,lliey
trators and faculty - to find Jobs for __ are convmced _theI)l 1s no~g ou~. th&,e
graduates.:•, .. , ..,-·,-.-,;_-,:., ,i•:·in ;,-fo_r•th~and,they\areid1~gusted,1:,said
· They are responding by trying to·gef · Rich Wnght, placem~t drrector at As-•
more students interested in · job fairs, . ~ury College !111d pres1~ent of the Spotcareer planning,_ networking and job-··., light '93 steenng. comnuttee;•_ · .•. _:, •. ,.
hunting strategies earlier in their college '
_"Students-. are· more•• discouraged,''
years. ,
.
said Drema Howard, associate director of
' · "The aggressive seniors contact us in: UK's University., Career.· Center,, which
October," said Ann Zeman, director of'. conducts numerous job fairs,throughout
placement at Bellannine College in Louisville.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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1

the year. "They are still willing to
invest energy, but not at the same
levels as in the past.".
Nationally, the job market sur- ·
veys are not encouraging:
• Northwestern University's annual Lindquist-Endicott report, respected by placement directors because of its consistent accuracy,
said job opportunities will be only 5
percent higher in 1993 than in 1992
as 1.1 million collere seniors enter
the job market·
·
.. .. - ..
• New graduates will. be com-· '
peting against other recent gradti- •
ates, some with two or three years
of work experience, who have been
laid off.
• Big companies that in the past
have had many jobs to offer are·
cutting back: Colleges report seeing
fewer companies recruiting at job
fairs and fewer recruiters. sent ' by
companies that do participate.

"And I've been told that it's
even harder for a math Ph.D. to get
a college job than for someone with
a master's degreet she said.

Never too young to start
looking
For the future, whether the job
·market improves or not, colleges
need to make sure niore students
begin career. planning earlier than
their senior · year, and learn jobhunting skills before they leave
· college, placement directors and
counselors said.
Bui more than that, said Dick
Gaithet, a national career planning
consultant from Indiana, attention
needs to be given to getting students to think about. careers before
they come to college. · .

'Putting you through the
mud'
''The good news is that most of
the recruiters who came to our fair
this year had jobs to fill," Wright
said. "We. had more real jobs this
year than in any of the four years
I've been involved with Spotlight"
Many of those jobs are with
mid-size or small companies rather
than the large traditional companies .
like IBM or AT&T, Wright said. .
Other jobs are with companies
that do work for the "marquee
companies" like IBM or Toyota,
Wright said, but some students
aren't · interested in working for
companies they haven't heard of.
"The reality is that a fairly
large percentage of most jobs have
always . come from the .small to
moderate-sized .employer," Howard
said.
• "And there are benefits . for a
student willing to go into a moderate-sized company; They can wear
many more hats and have ·more
opportunities for growth."· · · ·
Companies that are hiring · are
'also more _likely in. the. '90s to ask
:graduates to start m··the trenches
· than in. the '70s and . '80s,. Wright
said:·· · ;• . ..,.. t~.••·-, ~~1.f-:
· · •~any big, coin~es ·•·these'
. days see .the merit in putting· you
· through the mud before promoting
you into management, but students·
are still stuck in the '70s mentality
·of .,'I'm worth more than that.' "·
· Temporary· jobs are also more
prevalent, as companies keep their
permanent work forces lean and use
temps to handle increases in their ·
workloads. When they do have.
permanent new, jobs, they fill them ,
from the ranks of the temporaries.
Wright said he advises his students to take temporary jobs as a
strategy-for getting permanent jobs..
"What do they have to lose? At
least they'll be getting money and

experience." ·

Davis said part of the reason
she cannot find a job is that she is
unwilling to move far from Muhlenberg County, where she and her
husband, Cary, both grew up.
If she doesn't find a teaching
job soon, she said, she will think
seriously about going on for a
Ph.D., although she doesn't want to
be a college ·professor.

· 'I have all the credentials'
• The tight job market is sending
some graduating seniors straight
into graduate school. · .· ·•' ·
Career counselors say that isn't
necessarily the be$! place for them
to go. •
"The more marketable masters•
degree graduates are those who get
out and get some job experience,
then come back in a few years and
hone their skills," Wright said.
Sharon Davis, 23, a UK student,
went back to graduate school when
she could not find a job teaching
math near Muhlenberg, her home
county.
She will graduate in May and so
far hasn't had any luck in finding a
job, although she. was hopeful after·
attending a job fair at UK- this week.
· · She went through college on full .
· scholarships and is a teaching ~ssistant at UK. She has a grade-point
average of 4.0 in math. a field she
was told in high school where more·
teachers would be. needed. ·
"I have all the credentials that
anybody could want, but if they
don't have any openings, I don't get
any interest at all," she said,
Colleagues have told her that
her master's degree may actually be
handicapping her, she said. "With a
master's degree they would have to
pay me more."
·
When she has interviews, she
said, the school administrators are
less interested in her credentials
and grade-point · average, than in
talking about how she would handle discipline problems in the classroom.

Many students waste time and
money in college studying for a
career. that they won't like or are illsuited for, · Gaither said, because
they gave little thought to matching
their abilities or ··skills to their
future careers.
·
·
Knowing what kind of career
they want and what skills they
need to hone to prepare for it
should be a prerequisite for a student to enter college, he said.
"Students have to take· admissions tests to get into college, why
not career development courses in
high school?"
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College p,residents keeping
close eye on coaches' income
By Bud Withers
Seattle Post-Intelligencer

SEATILE - In the late 1980s,
when Donald Trump had assets
and Woody Allen a reputation,
college presidents were going about
the business of sweeping clean the
messy carpet of college athletics.
They tightened academic standards, they reined in recruiting excesses, and they set about to get a
handle on their high-profile coaches,
many of whom had (a) a following
and (b) an income that would make
the CEO blush.
In the backwash of that reform
wave, the Presidents Commission
pushed through at the 1992 NCAA
convention a measure that called
for coaches to submit for prior
written approval by their chief executive officers all sources of outside income. Earlier legislation
merely had called for an annual
reporting of such income by the
coach.
At the time, coaches were pitching everything from doughnuts to
dog food. They were collecting
royalties on shoes, shirts and hats.
Every time they told the loca) radio
station, "Yup, hoss, I reckon we'll
just play 'em one at a time this
year," they cashed checks into four
figures.
Actually, they still do, but now
the mechanism exists for a college
president to cock an eyebrow and
wonder why his football coach is
·pulling down a $25,000 honorarium
for waxing an hour on the advantages of the 4-3 tilt defense.
It was that sort of check University of Washington President William Gerberding made recently
when he asked football coach Don
James to release the names of 34
"endorsers," businessmen and
boosters who combine to supplement James' salary by $100,000
annually.
An informal survey on some of
the noted college coaches in the
country suggests what every hi~hprol!Je coach has known for years
- that. accepting booster contribu-

really knew where it was coming

'There were some people
who were making lots and
lots of money, and nobody
really knew where it was
coming from.'
- Charles Harris,
Arizona State athletic director

tions is not only legal by NCAA
rules, it is commonplace. What
appears to have become unusual is
the direct funneling of booster dollars to the coach, without some
form of university governance.
Gerald Turner, chancellor at the
University of Mississippi and a
member of the Presidents Commission, says instances of direct booster-coach compensation are on the
decline.
•
"We had a very successful football season, a 9-3 record," Turner
said. "Various groups, alumni
clubs, wanted to do something with
the football coach and staff. -In
talking with the commissioner of
the Southeastern Conference, we
basically worked up a way to do
that - that they (boosters) make
the contributions to the institution's
foundation, and then that foundation will buy something. We
wouldn't have thought to do that
five years ago."
But nowadays, seemingly everybody is thinking to do that. A
university president doesn't want,
for example, to discover his football
coach is endorsing a product that
may be at odds with the general
philosophy of the school.
• "Out of the review (at the 1992
convention) came a question about
the tremendous amount of money
coming to coaches other than income from their own athletic department," Turner said.
"I think it came at a time when
presidents rightly began to reassert
themselves," said Charles Harris,
athletic director at Arizona State. "I
think the motivation was, there
were some people who were making
lots and lots of money, and nobody

from."

Bill Byrne, athletic director at
Nebraska. puts it another way.
"Remember, we have to have a
persona that's purer than Caesar's
wife. We need to present an image
that's squeaky clean_
"I think the presidents felt there
was a lack of institutional control.
So they decided, much as they
would faculty members, they approached the coaches the same way.
I don't think it's unreasonable at
all."
Nor does James, although he
can offer arguments that coaches
are singled out unduly.
The broad perspective, he says,
is only a few coaches are reaping
huge contracts, but those are the·
ones publicized.
"I look at it like this," he said. "I
started ip this business at $4,200 a
year. I lost 17 years of retirement
when I moved. That was my choice.
I have an awful lot of friends that
got fired. There are a few of us
making· top dollar, but not many.
There are a lot of Division I-A
coaches that don't have shoe contracts or radio-TV contracts."
The contribution from the endorsers puts James in the neighborhood of $470,000 annually. By most
standards,. that is a hefty salary
package but still considerably less
than what some coaches make.
One agent who handles a prominent college coach says . there are
"three or four'' Southeastern Conference football coaches whose packages total more than half a million
dollars annually, and the number
was higher when Johnny Majors
was at Tennessee and Pat Dye at
Auburn.
Lou Holtz of Notre Dame is
thought to be the highest-paid football coach, followed by Bill Walsh
of Stanford and Bobby Bowden of
Florida State.
Some schools don't need to put
together a lights-out package for
their coach. Money simply comes
with the territory for the Notre
Dame football coach or the Kentucky basketball coach.

,
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Ove:r a fcirurth of WKU teachers

lack conlidence in -Meredith
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY
Staff Writer
BOWLING GREEN. Kv. - More
than one-fourth of the· faculty at
Western Kentucky University say
they have no confidence in the leadership of President Thomas Meredith, according to a recent s.nrvey
done by the faculty senate.
Although some of that neg::s:ive
feeling may be lingering from last
year's controversy over sorre oi
Meredith's spending decision:;;, a
faculty representative said she
thought there might be several ocher reasons, such as anger toward
mid-level administrators.
The chairwoman of the f,c,>tltv
senate, Sally Kuhlenschmidt, ro:ed,
for example, that more people disagreed than agreed with the statement, "Dr. Meredith selects coi,apetent administrative subordinatei1."
The 36-item questionnaire was
mailed to Wescern's 636 full-1:ime
faculty members two weeks ilgo.
Sixty-eight percent - 433 - CI the
questionnaires
were
returned,
Kuhlenschmidt said.

The survey. the first faculty as•
,essment of Wescern·s president in
at least 14 vears, was timed so the
results would be available to the
board oi regents when it does its
annual evaluation of Meredith in a
few weeks.
Of those responding, 175 disagreed with the statement, "I have
sufficient confidence in the president's leadership to endorse him
continuing as president."
Thircy-seven percent of the fulltime teachers - 238 respondents did express confidence in Meredith.
(fhe other 20 respondents left this
question unanswered.) If one assumes the survey accurately represents the views of all full-time faculty members, Meredith has the support of 55 percent of them.
Kuhlenschmidt said she was not
surprised by the results of the survey, which also sought opinions in
areas ranging from how well Meredith represents Western publicly to
how well he administers the 14,600student university.
"Some people had been saying,
'Oh, it's a relatively small group that

always complains.· " Kuhlenschmidt said yescerdov. ·'But it has
be.en clear to me that ";c isn't a relatively small group complaining."
In the smvey, Meredith won his
best marks from cr.e iacultv for conveying "a positive public "image of
the university" and appearing
"poised under pressure." His worst
scores came under the headings of
"prudently administers university
funds," "allocates available funds
equitably". and, perhaps not surprisingly, "financially supports adequate faculty staffing."
"I think there's a sense at times
that the academic side doesn't get
the interest (from Meredith) that
other parts of the university may
get," Kuhlenschmidt said.
Asked for comment. Meredith
noted that he had never been
through a confidence vote before
and wasn't sure how to assess this
one.
"Of course, I want it to be 90 percent - we all do - and I'll seriously
consider what's been said," he said.
"But given the public turmoil of the
last two years, I'm pleased"
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J~jin[~~'{,ap,t~]Parole Board CJp~.t
ffPPQJ.Pts.·:·We_lJma..n . a.s . ov~rseer•

➔

By Al,. CROSS . -.

•

!; 7

'

• ,

iof naming Howard-Hughes chair-• -most vital change she wants to

J'\,ililcal Wrliet;:,--:;_ ·. /;~<: · I -man when _h~ 11Pm>iitt~·hff;to:,111~·. !Jiake is \o;_~sta~lis~ the:~~ysts'
_. ___ _ ___ .. : . __ .. "'"" _, ., _,'. : : board because · !l;-~asl ~suriilng Jobs. ''.That needs ,9,~e-~one nrun~. '''fRANlQ'ORT _Ky?•~·~.:B,nire: , Runda -would be' resigning••· from·--diately;'''slie said. "' · ... · ·
_ton-Jones putU:e ~a!e'l'ltfyl~ lk/ai'd ;the $60,0~0-~'yeai' chairman's· job,,,' \Vellmali .~id ti!~ :J>oar4. also
.\l~.iler,_,~~r__:~11-,1pe_~IPIJY,~_._,_e!daY Jones tacitly _ackno:,vled~et! t_lta\ he;~---n~ds -~tte,n_, polld.es; 1!11d, '. stan-.
and namecl.'11'.,II~ 1_~l!alhn!in:to. re:· ·sought Runda's resignation. }t•l-t: 1Jl11 aaros~J.."Tl)e:-·fitst is·! thal:'1belng a
place bn(Wfto ,qtilt am1d'l1Uega!Jons ' Jones has not yet appointed aily-' ·riieinber of !lie: Parole Board Is a
of ~llienag~~~m~\~~1~~~~n• one to fill Rtinda's. unexpired t~nn Juli-time occupation,'' he said. "You
_able conliuct. ~" .,.. :;..- .. -,,.,~.;;,),,~i j -. on the }>9ard,, which ryns tllro.ull!l, e.come !O your place o.f .employment,
i Jon~.'. new ·Clullrm!!J1);7· ':; . : ·
_.M~y,~. t1994,i1 (l ! ' ". f:wblcb is itLFrankfort,' and .you· plit
'.Helen.'.HQw11rd-Hlighils;i1
JU ,, _?Runda''-leffithe''board ''in a full workweek like·a11 other emand Jµsti~S;ecreta7 BllffJ§
' · !~st week !ilier a legisla- ployee$." _ ·
.
Wellman; .the_ boud s new;,
·. live committee, the state
Jones said Wellman bas investi0
OYerseer, said ·hi separate.:;
•pollce;:the attorney gener• gated "things that have been going
lntel'Yl_ews ·)'#ter!lay th!it~·
· al'ii office;'tbe·adntlnlstra- on that shouldn't have been going
they , ~ ...to ::,,;epa1r..:.tbei~,
lion· and The Courier- 01\, and what wasn't going on that.
.boilril'.s sllllie1frepuf,tt,i;,il?,t
nJo~mal ·uamined ''ques• maybe should Mve been going on.
"It's lillle that_ i!re•pufa.;
· tlonable' parole hearings He's done •that analysis, and those
major,- focus, ·on '.restorjng;l
·and •decisions,' his use of details he"s discussing with Helen."'
the er.edibility" and-:ilie'lni'ti
state equipment· for his
Actually, Wellman_ said _he had
tegrliy_·t:. of;'.-, the._·!-' l'aro_:ht_•:.:;< •l 1982 1'110TO, :nursing-home ' business, not d,iscussed the issues wi!h How•Bolll'tl,' rind llilly·Wellniiut»i;Ho ard-Hu i, :l'his 'jocular' handling ''of ard-Hughes, but they said they
,Is, ·.r tltljiii,'j,'tlie,\'.mBll''.J~ (i '':l ' . 9. ~: <·s~xuat:iiai-assiiient
":? looked (orv.oard ,to working' ~th
·overseeJt,:.•,:~oni!$Jsil!cll"Billy;;has 'charges 1against ~ board' meinber each_ other and ·sounded_ similar
,the credl_bWty,<thQ.;kii~ledge,:'the and lax wi;,rk habits of board mem! themes.,-Howard-Hughes saJd she
'e,iperience,.to dealwith,thls·lssue." _bers, '' ·.. ,., ':.'"" " .. ,,.,. ·,. . '
ects, Wellman· to ·be ''very in•
,\. Tbe'. govemor,i;iwlie'lH Howatdl . Former member Bill Grider of :led" for, an unspecified uansi•
·ttugpes.-·54,•: to'''tbe":¥d'..tlitee Frankfort told The: Courler.Joui'nal tion period,- then step-back to overweeks,ago,'He'saidt,liefMD1ed 1her hist monththat·he usually worked sighl : •, :. _ ,... ,
.chalnniuf boai_118e, fili~}eri:ed aiiore omy thtee days aweek and that be
M~g · Wellman- the overseer
.tbllll seven ° ~ e d " yw-s oµ .and board mem~rs mely reviewed puts the board_ a step closer to the
tb.e:.~ In 198,U~;,~ longer tnan Inmates'. files _before:. giving short governor's office, but Jones said
·any cw'i'ent , ~ m~mbet """·but hearirl~ to their cases.' Runda abol• that does not·make it any more sus·bas not bee1rbn lhe'bO;ard 'rec:eritly: ,!shed th~ Jobi; of anaiyi;ts .y~o wrote _ceptible to political influence. "I'm·
She W!IS not a mernber:4urmg most ·detailed memc;,s on the ca~es.
not trying to micro-manage it," he
of'John c.. R_unda's ~halpnanship; · Th_e memos were_·''very Important said, "We're just trying to get the
which ~gan Ill' Oecembet1987:
whel\, you. went to the bearings," right people in and _move on to
Jones said he "had the thought" Howard-Hughes said. She. said the something e!se."
LEXINGtor:_fj..jEfiALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, i<v::·FRiQAY, APRIL 2, 1993

Parole.·:oo·ard·· gets···.new~;
9hai rwoman·,•i ov~r~e~t ~

•

1

~•oclated Press ... , ,,. ,.; '., -·· · .,,,,, ,·

. FRJ\NKFORT C.:.. Gov. Brereton ·'
Jones put 'the "Kentucky·· Parole '
Board under new' supervision :yesterday · and:· elevated:·' one · of. ·its. ~
members to .the chairiiianship/'" •-: ,'
, . Helen Howard,Hughes, appoint- •
ed by Jones on: Marcli 12,,·was, ·
designated chairwoman.. She · suc- -'
ceeded John Runda, · who ·resigned :
March 26. Hughes also was a mem- .
lier of the board from 1982to·19s9:
· Though housed within i the De-•
parbnent of Corrections for admin-,.
istrative purposes, the parole board •
,is independent and reports directly to the .governor's office. -.-, ·. · · • .
: Jones signed an executive order ·
shifting it to the office. of Justice.:
Secretary Billy G. Wellman. He said
Wellman .''will personally monitor
the bqard's operation."

' R~cia'.was- under fire for all~ged mismaruigemenl His resignatiol).·'Cllll!~ ami,d Jnvestigatioµs by ,
Kentucky. State Police, ·the attorney '.
.&~~))_4',!ffi~ ,.l!!l~~.~gi$_1ative
~versight C0!)1Illlttee.'
·
· j
' ." At i~it~'were ~unda's 'alleg4
use_ofstate computera for personal'~
busmess 3!1d complaints about his~
handling'• of · travel: expenses · and\J
·sexual harassment allegations: ' ,.t
With Hughes ·moving to chair-"
woman; a ·vacancy remains on the,,
seven-member. board. · · . · g
· Hughes was the first eicectitive ~
~or cif 'the Kentucky Commis- ,i
s10n · on Women, ·a post she held ,
from 1977 to 1981. She then directed the K~tucky_ Occupational ~-·j
ty_ ~d lfealth Review Cohunissio°i,
until 1982.··.
· · · · ·:
,·

l
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.Woody May honored at Morehead
Br JIM ROBINSON
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - Morehead
State University presented its
service award Friday to
former state Sen. Woody May,
a man who colleagues said
played peacemaker during his
19 years in the state legislature.
·
· "Woody May knew that you
can't be successful in the General Assembly ·and- that you·
can't be successful in life if
you 're going to spend your
time and energy holding
grudges and trying to get even
with people," said Senate President Pro Tern John "Eck"
Rose, D-Winchester.
May, 64, of Woodsbend in
Morgan County, retired from
his Senate seat in November
1991 after suffering a stroke
and was not able to attend Friday's ceremony.
May's son, Steve, accepted
his father's award during
MSU's 71st annual Founder's
Day celebration.
"Time and time again, I've
,een Woody help those people
who had not been fair to him,"
Rose said. " ... Woody knew
that there were other ways to
Iain the respect of those peoJle and do the things that
1eeded to be done."
May's daughter, Karen, said
her father was touched by the
honor, presented annually to a
person who has made exemplary contributions to the university.
"He was very happy about
that," she said. "I know he
would have been here if he
could have. He's happy everybody still thinks of him."

Rose and Joe. Prather, a
former president pro-tern of
the Senate who roomed with
May in Frankfort, said he
fought diligently for MSU during his legislative tenure.
.
As chairman of the Senate
Transportation Committee,
May was instrumental in getting Ky. 519 widened, opening
access to Morehead from the
West Liberty area.
He also helped secure fund, ing for MSU's off-campus programs.
"He could charm you as
well as any _person I've ever
met in my life,'' Rose said in
remarks to about 150 people
who gathered in Button Audi-tori um on MSU's campus.
"With Woody you would find.
yourself agreeing to things
that you didn't intend to agree
to."

"You couldn't bestow any
honor on Woody May that
would mean more to him than
the honor that you have bestowed upon him today,'' said
Prather, a former Finance
Cabinet secretary under Gov.
Brereton Jones. "I know that
forefront in his mind and forefront in the effort that he
made in Frankfort was the
well-being of Morehead State
University."
May often defused potentially explosive situations that
developed between legislators,
Rose said.
Featured speaker Billy Wellman, secretary of the Justice
Cabinet and Kentucky State
Police Commissioner, told· the
audience the erosion of ethics
in the United States poses a
grave threat to society.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

"Ethics is the lifeblood of a
free society, and it can tolerate only so much adulteration," Wellman said.
He challenged MSU to incorporate classes on ethics into
the curriculµm of all degree
programs.
"Today's great threat to destroy society is corruption,"
said Wellman, an Ashland native. "... What is worse, we
have come to tolerate .it." ._ .
At a noontime, luncheon,
MSU honored two inajor scholarship donors•p:;Mountain,
Rural Telephone•,Oooperative,
Corp. and the John T. and Ada
M. Diederich Educational
Trust.
At the celebration's final
event, the 7 p.m. Alumni
Awards dinner, the school inducted three new members
into the Alumni Hall of Fame:
Virginia G. Fox, executive director of · Kentucky Educa-.
tional Television; Harry A.
Walker, a retired FBI agent;
and Dr. Nan. K. Ward, a pioneer in promoting equal athletic opportunities for women.
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-Ex-senator teceives Morehead honor
MOREHEAD Morehead State University yesterday made
former state Sen. Woody May the 1993 recipient of the Founders Day
Award for Unirersity Service.
"Always in the forefront of his mind was the well-being of
Morehead State," said Joseph W. Prather, senior gubernatorial
adviser and former senate president pro-tern. "He deeply believed
that MSU added so much to the quality of life of the people he

represented."
,Steve May accepted the award for his father, who is ill.
Morehead State University celebrated its 71st anniversary as a
public institution and 106 years of higher education in Rowan
County.
At the luncheon after the convocation, the Morehead State
University Foundation recognized its new MSU Fellows and honored
two donors of scholarship funds: .Mountain Rural Telephone
Cooperative Corp. and the John T. and Ada M Diederich Educational
Trust.
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Accord ends University of Cincinnati strike
Associated Press
CINCINNATI - Negotiators for
the University of Cincinnati and
striking faculty members reached a
tentative agreement on a three-year
contract yesterday, ending a fiveday strike.
Members of the American Association of University- Professors' campus chapter, which represents 1,916
full-time faculty members, must approve the pact. No date was set for
a ratification vote.
The strike has kept about 40 per· cent of the bargaining unit's mem· bers from classes since it began

Monday. About 35 percent of
. classes were canceled each day, the
university said.
The contract includes no raises
during the current school year, but
faculty salaries will increase 2 percent in the 1993-1994 school year
and 4 percent the following year.
The · average faculty salary is
$51,000. .
Both sides also agreed that a
$2.8 million retirement incentive
will be distributed first to health
benefits for retirees and then to a
development fund administered by
the departments.
·
Lowell Leake, a union spokes-

man, said the administration
dropped its demand to be allowed to
suspend a faculty member without
pay before a hearing. · ·
'\,
.The university also agreed to re• • bill'
• h
·, · ·
sfrotrtct its a ty to SW!ktc ~ ~!'O~!l5S~r
· m a tenure-trac P?S1t/.0 ~}0 .. 8 .
non-tenure-track position, ·except
for clinical fatu!ty in the inedi_cal
school, Leake srud.
The contract is retroactive to last
fall, when the old contract expired.
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Cuts will turn into salary raises at WKU
BOWLING GREEN - Western Kentucky. University President
Thomas Meredith said yesterday that faculty and staff will receive
pay raises next school year by using $2.4 million in cuts from other
parts of the budget
!'1eredith said he will recommend to the WKU Board of Regents
that 1t fully fund a proposed three-year salary plan that will cost fl
million during its life. About $2.4 million would be needed to fund
the first year of the plan.
· Where those cuts will be made, however, remains known to only
Meredith and members of the university's Budget Committee.
·
The proposal was made after a study found the salaries of WKU
faculty and other employees were below .fuose of comparable state
universities.
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_____ __ _____• __ ii\na-inany have great hope for
;1'; · · 1;\'JI .. • ,r Kentucky's reform act, which has
·
. · •JCT,•bul;: 1•> '']· several features that could help in,. ,,Uji\1 '"·~1 .
' .. · ' . '
. : 1_~v 1 ·1 crease the number of students who
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FRANKFORT,.,Ky. .,... As Kentucky competes·
with the rest of the nation for industry arid jobs, it ,
Is handicapped by one simple fact: It has one ofthe most poorly.educated work forces in the coun°·
· try.
•
. I 1 ··• ·: ,,,- ' '
Kentucky adults are better educated now than'
they were a decade ago, but the' state' still lags·
1
behind_ the rest of the United States· iii the per.
' centage of high school graduates.· I
, . In 1980, Kentucky ~ed last among the states
ID the percentage of people 25 and older who had
. completed.high school, acc01:ding to figures from l
, the Kentucky State Data Center. 11
•·
•" '
'1 In 1990; Kentucky' improved L... slightly, It
rariked 49th. Only Mississippi was lower. . · ·
: The percentage of Kentuckians who have high
1 school diplomas rose froni 53.1 percent to 64.6
percent during the 1980s while the figure for the
; entire nation rose from,66.5 percent ,o 75.2 per, cent.
• , ·· .
. ' ·
I . ''We've closed the gap; but ive have a long way
I to go," said Ron Crouch, director of the data center, which comjiilell ilie flgiires~ from the 1990
u. s. ·census.
·· " . ·
· ·
. ·
. One of the goals of the Kentucky Education Re· form Act Is to keep students in school. But Crouch ·
said that even if the state can do that it won't have·.
. a big immediate impact on the work force because i
90 percent of the people who will be workers in
the year 2000 are already past high school age.
. "Yoti are not going to reform the work force
just by educating young people,". Crouch said. '
'.'Kentucky's future is going to be decided not only
by how well our children are educated but also by
how well our adult population Is educated."
I Jobs are becoming increasingly complex, and I
employers are demanding more and more training
for their workers, said William Huston, the secref taiy of the Workforce Development Cabinet.
As an example, Huston cited a General Tire fac,

.• ,

,,

populatioii:.lsiirulclf•'Iess'·· iicated 0;
thaii- the . 'h" et' iiiiillatloii:'1)'." : ,:;
.The stiitlstlcs.:s ow
a :•,Ken-·
hicky's tirbai{areas· have 1i" higher 1·;
percentage of hlgh school graduates i:
than rural ilreas,.One reason is that,.,.
historically; the· jobs available· in
cities have required more education,
Crouch sail!, •· ., ·'.
, . ,t
But peoplti'-"'in' the' urban! areas
should not bi!, complacent, he said,
because they_ still• lag. behind surrounding states )'and :the·· C?untry
overall. "Nobody. has. anything to
braJt about." ' · · '._;_~
·.
, !lie gap between· Kentucky and_·.,
'! other sta.tes Is narrowing in part be- .
cause the older population of un. educated Kentuckians Is dying off
· and younger, better-educated work; ers are being counted .in t.lie. statis'tic_s,_f_r.Q.\l~h ..~d.; __ ;_ . . . ,
· Southern Regional Education
Board figures show that Keqtucky Is ·
doing about as w~ll 11;1 other South•
em states in getting its young peo-__
. pie to finish high school. The per· c.e~tage of _19- and 20-y~ar-olds who
fimshed high school ID Kentucky
.·w~s 82 percent in 1990, ~ompared
• WI~ 83 percent for the entire South.
. Nationally, the number was 85 per, cent.

J

Problems:.at home .. also lead stu- ·
-dents to drop out. The reform act
,addresses this by setting.lip centers
,to help families find the social services that deal with ·financial and
.em~nal problems .. ~---·-- .
-.-Jun Parks, a spokesman for the
•state Education Department, said
• statistics showing Kentucky almost
last in. the nation in the percentage ·
,of high school graduates: are "not
'very meaningful for what's going on
J!!_schools_no:,v,"_ .. -~-. __ _
' Crouch, liowever, · thinks the
whole concept of' schools will have
to change. The traditional patterngoing to school when one Is young
and then working until retirement
- is no longer valid, he said. In the
future, as the economy and jobs
change, people are going to find
. that they will have to go back to
, school to be retrained several times
j in the_ir lifetimes. . . .
: And this Is happening at the same . time that the population of young
; people is declining relative to the
.· older population: During the 1980s,
Jthe number of people 17 and under
'• declined 12 percent ~ e the popula~on of the state as a·.whole rose
.Jll!glltly~
'
· "We don't have room for· ihrow-:: aways," Crouch said. "Every adult
and every child counts."
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gional_-Education ,Board in-Atlanta,,
almost 90 percent·.of the-·287,000·,·
;jobs that current· trends show will 1
be _created id Kentucky by the yea(~
2000 ,Will" require, at least," a. high i'·
. school education.· More than two- ,
1thirds of those,jobs-will:·.require.;
: some ~ ' ilndJe!lf/-?it!on.: b,e-;j
,Y_!>_nd hi h school. ,_..: ' · · · ;
·,
Wpile employers. are demanding
more ·_"skills,'"" Kentucky~. must cope 1
with Ii legacy of indifference. to educ '·
cation'"-~-,_. ,l ,.- · ·r.!.· -: •. .:_;.~·- !t\~,1- : - -··· !)
f "Thlriy,: lort{ye~.nrago: ~- l~t :or.;,
Ipeople left•· school to work on the '
: farm, and 'they didn't tliink they"'/
~:~~~;. t~-~?_...o~.•~~.;,~~
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Wordst:of
pt·aise. ·.
J;Io,noring a friend, Runs for a cause ·

i _ ····

: '/;Morehead' :,state_i.University'·
:paid' speciartribUte to"•art old·
.friend during its annual,
;'Founders\ Day celebratton,
\;Friday. ·.',)'.i,i?~.,,.,- _. · ·.. ·:·· '
· .\'-During''the~19"::Y,ears l he'
serv~d 'In thE!oKe~tui:ky. GetPi
efal
Assehioly··.•-ronn'
.
, . er.,··_·stat
. e.#
:~~~:~~09,~fiM~Y;of~WeStLib{
:. ertY, Was,.a,st1i::1!i1¥;,,[~iend;·tor
. Moreh,11~d1!:;_~~e ·servmg a~..anl'
effectJy,1r•.:.advocate··for,:;;1ts~
~needs::On:Fritlay;'·the·univer•:

'.,.#tY,_4iiiliked~May:by:preseriP

Fo1· the second conse~utive,
year, members of the Ashland
Up-and-Running Club and
,.Morehead State University
assistant chemistry professor
J:{~rb Hedgecock an) runnµig.
with a reason.
I ;,: ,: ·
.,i·-••;i\1~mbers of the'· Up-ahdRtinning .Club trotted''from ·
tAshl~d -tc:i, Gi;,e~nu~ to Gray.,~9Ps1!ci{S\rlitlY· Hook to:. Louisa.;
''tcffuatleHstitll:'g and' backthrough Ashland i tci Can-

lrtortsburg(Satiirdiiy

and

Sun°,

-mg him·its servil:e:award'.·;~::!~ foayJt<t.raisehndne:V for the

·· ··UnfortUrtateiy;'.:'.May/whcl'.
;.Y{;a,!'!_fpr,?,~~Jprresign frq~~thi/
: Senate ·16 months - agoc.be-l
:caUS!) ,flf ,faJling·hi:alth;·"Was'unable;:to· -i,i.ttend the cer>.
· emony/ His :;son;--Steve, '.'.acJ.
., cepted~-the;.award: for.. his ·.fa. ther. ~ . . .,..:•... ,,-...
.. .
We congratulate May on a
. fitting _;hop.or and ,,wish· him
improved health.
. '· ·,·

Sl

C)

Special Olympics. 'Club inem:
·. bers conducted a similar rurt
\ast '.~eart,"but it was mainly
•an awareness event:With the
help of the· American Legion
;.,and ~embers of the Seventh
'Sons t Motorcycle Club, the
runners' this year raised·
. mon!)y for the Special Olympies. '\, f ·~ :, ··'
:
' Hedgecock last year raised
$3,100 for Christian Social
Services by running BO miles
around Rowan County. So
. what does. he plan· for an en. core?
.
·
. , Hedgecock .·plans to start
,'runn,ing '_at 9· a.m. April 22
and .contmUe running for 24
. hours. Again Christian Social·
:Services will-' be the benefi. ciary of his unusual and chal'
lenging endeavor:··:; :
Congratulations to Hedge. cock and members of the Upand-Running Club for using
their dedication to running to
help others.
·
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UK president urges
l~bbying effort in wake
o_f budget-cutting moves
By RICHARD WILSON
Staff.Writer
}_~GTON, Ky. - University of
Kentucky President Charles Wethin~n Jr. delivered a somber budget message to the board of trustees
yesterday, saying that efforts must
be redoubled to persuade legislators
to· make higher education a financial priority.
I
Wethington said UK was bracing
for · another possible budget cut
since state officials have directed it
and other state agencies to reserve
2 percent of their 1993-94 appropriations for possible reduction.
''We will have to adjust our sights
to reflect the fact that we must prepare a (1993-94) budget with some
$5:7 million less next year than we
ha,d. anticipated," Wethington said.
That cut would come on top of a 2
pen;ent, or $5 million, reduction in
the university's state allocation for
the current year, and more than
$26 million in cuts during the 199092 biennium.
..
,
The budget cuts, Wethington said,
wru· make it even more crucial in
the 1994 OeneraJ Assembly that UK
persuade' legislators to make higher
edncatiorr a financial priority.
Trust~fk Chairman Edward T.
"Ned" BBathitt agreed. Breathitt, a
fonner governor, said that he and
the -ooard members shared Wethington's sense of urgency.
" It's not something we need to
wring our hands about," Breathitt
said. ;"We need to take action."
That action, Breathitt said, includ~ persuading state officials and
lawmakers to increase funding for
higher education. "More resources
are needed for our young people.
We ·must have support."

UK's proposed 1993-94 budg~t
wiJ.l ·t>e presented to the trustees m
June.
In other action yesterday, the
trustees approved waiving a regulation to permit changing the title of
Dr. Peter Bosomworth, who has
headed the Albert B. Chandler
Medical Center since 1970. Bosomworth who planned to retire next
year, ~ become acting chancellor.
The action was necessary because
Bosomworth's son and daughter-inlaw have been accepted as residents
-in pediatrics and fa~y practice ·
programs at the_~edical ~enter. The
regulation prohibits relatives of UK
chancellors or vice presidents from
being employed in programs headed by them.
In other action yesterday, the
board:
■ Appointed three UK faculty
members as 1993-94 University Research Professors. The designation
recognizes outstanding research
achievement and frees the professors from teaching duties for a year
so that they can conduct ~sear~h
full time. Recipients are Dwigh~ Bill•
ings, sociology; Moshe Elitzur,
physics and astronomy; and Joseph
Kuc, sociology.
·,
■ Announced an endowed chair
in rehabilitation medicine in UK's
College of Medicine that will be
named for the late Janet Galloway
Carter, of Lexington. Carter was _the
wife of David Carter, UK associate
vice president for facilities planning and the daughter of Ruth M.
Gall~way, of Annapolis, Md. The
chair is being funded by a $250,000
gift from a trust established by David Carter, a $250,000 bequest by
Galloway and a $500,000 gift by the
rehabilitation medicine department.

■ Approved granting of three
honorary degrees at the May commencement. James E. "Ted" Bassett •
III, president of the Keeneland As;
sociation, and Lexington civic and
business leader William T. Young
will receive honorary doctorates of
laws. The Rev. William Augustus
Jones Jr:, a native of Louisville and
pastor of Bedford-Stuyvesant's
Bethany Baptist Church in New
York since 1962, will receive a honorary doctorate of humanities.
Young and Jones are UK alumni.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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-:::11Jdget cu~ ·
delaying plans
for .UK. f8CU1lys;
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Fewer professors . I .nexk~:/~S:\rdered •,~~. the
·d
state because of the-recession have I
t0 be rep Iace I
hurt all eight state universities and i
,
t
UK's community college system
they began two years ago. So
Weth In Qon says since
far, UK has lost about $26 millioJL
·. Wethington said hefty increases
in student tuition that wei:e approved this year will be 'tapped to-]
help-makeup~~of tlie'losses. ·1 1

By Dottle Bean
Herald-Leader education writer

. An unexpected 2 percent state
cut in the University of Kentucky's
1993-94 budget will mean UK can
,.. During hearings on the tuition
replace fewer faculty and will have
increases - which ranged from 12
to delay plans to have more full.
percent to 20 percent - students
time faculty members teaching
had asked university administrafreshman and sophomore classes.
tors to pledge the extra money
"We're still going to do some of
toward improving educational qualthat,''. UK President Charles Wethity. .
ington said yesterday, ''but we
Wethington said after the meet-_
won't be able to make as much
ing that he is still considering, ·
progress as we had hoped."
faculty and staff raises in the budgBut the budget cut proqably
.et he is preparing to present in June.
will not mean any additional lay- ·
"The faculty and staff went last,
offs, and Wethington still plans to
year
with no salary increases, and·
give faculty and staff ''modest"
we are hoping to do everything we:
raises next year, he said
can to provide some ·increase ii:J._
WethingtOI) discussed the latest
1993-94, even though it will be
r()und of state _1:md_get ~ts during
modest
by any standard."
yesterday's UK Board of Trustees !
meeting, saying continuing cuts in
higher education are ''real and they
are impacting the quality of higher
education."
"We absolutely must turn that
situation around."
Board chairman and former
Gov. Edward T. ''Ned" Breathitt
agreed, urging all trustees to use
their influence with Gov. Brereton
Jones and the Kentucky legislature
to stop draining state money from
higher education. ·
.
The latest budget cut - announced by the state last month will mean the loss of $5.7 million in
state money to UK in 1993-94,
Wethington said.
The university had anticipated
losing 2 percent in 1992-93, but had
not expect~ the_ <:Uts to carry over
!
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Morehead student fees might
increase
By Dottie Bean
Herald-Leader staff writer

Students at Morehead State University might pay more next year iri
housing and student activity fees.
A committee of Morehead re. gents yesterday recommended a $5
a semester increase in student fees
and a 7 percent increase in charges
for most residence halls.
The proposed increases will
now go before the Morehead Board
of Regents·for final action April 30.
If approved, residence hall
charges would go up by $40 to $50
a semester, depending on which
dormitories students live in, said
Morehead spokeswoman Judith
Yancy.
One percent of the increase
would be used to provide more
computers that students living in
the residence halls could use when
library computers or equipment in
other computer laboratories is not
available.
·
The increases in residence hall
charges would not affect students
living in family housing or in Mays
Hall Apartments, a complex that
primarily- houses graduate and international stu~ents, Yancy said.
Separate increases have been
approved for those facilities to cover the costs of deposits and, in some
cases, cable television charges.
The $5 increase in student fees
was approved at the request of the.
Student Government Association.
Part of the fee would be used for

student programs, such as motiva- 94 state appropriations.
tional speakers or other lecturers.
Morehead President Ronald
If approved, the increase would
Eaglin
told regents on the adminisraise student fees from $90 to $95 a
tration and fiscal services commitsemester.
·
tee' yesterday that the 2 percent will
The increases come on top of an translate
into $572,000 that must be
annual $160 increase in tuition, cut from the university's budget
approved earlier this year by the
Kentucky Council on Higher Educa, next year.
tion. The tuition increase•applies to
Eaglin said that the new cuts
all in-state, undergraduate students will be made in a way that does not
at Morehead and the other five affect pools of money reserved for
state-supported regional universi- staff and faculty raises and for
ties.
student scholarships.
The tuition increase will be
used to make up for reductions in
Since 1980, the share of educastate support.
tion costs that Morehead students
The eight state universities are paying has increased from 20
were recently told to prepare for percent to 32 percent for the 1992another 2 percent cut in their 1993- 94 biennium.
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, THURSDAY, APRIL 8, 1993

WKU faculty discuss caves on CNN
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Two Western Kentucky University
faculty members will be featured by Cable News Network discussing research they conducted on Bowling Green's cave and karst
landscapes.
Christopher Groves and Nicholas Crawford will discuss their
findings as part of a four-part series to be used by Turner Educational Services during Earth Week (April 19-23) on CNN's "Newsroom" program.
The series will focus on environmental problems such as
groundwater contamination and the effects on .the animals that
live in the caves, Groves said. He said the entire city of Bowling
Green is above caves.
.
Crawford worked with the Environmental Protection Agency in
1984 and 1986, when it spent $500,000 to clean gasoline and solvents that had leaked from underground storage tanks in the area.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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. Yancy_::~aid,.the school-contin- 1
, ·µes to look fo.·r wa.ys to do-that.
• l- .However,, the housing fee increases recommended Wednesday by the. administration and .
fiscal services committee ··
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-MOREHEAD·'•··-Morehead
$ia:te·university-stucieiits:may'
have·a'to: shell ·qilt ;more for·
housing and fees ·next year. ,, '-·
A committee of. the school's
board. of regents" Wednesday
recommended increasing
housing fees.· 7 percent in .most
residence halls arid hikmif the
student activity' fee by_ $5 se,•
mester:· > ~~~;-~~~1rr_.1; ·p 'il\ .!!-:£'•i':i '._.:·
The full · board will decide
· whether ·to· enact the recom'
mendation .during its regµlar
meeting.April.30. · ,,.., :: ... ,.,·. ·'
The·proposed housing ,fee in•
crease would tack on another
$40 or $50 a semester, .depend~
'ing on which dormitory a stu'dent lives in. . ,. : ,, .
Housing costs ··this year at ,
MSU range-from $590 to $700 a
semester, depending. on the·
dormitory: " . .. · · . ·· , . . •
• The proposed housing fee increase won't apply to· student
family housing or the newly
opened Mays Hall Apartments,
which are for graduate. and in- · i ·
ternational students. ,'.' ,",}, : .
However; 'fees' for three .student fami)J'. housing uru_t§
·would increase under another7
part of the proposal, though
the cost will. now include utilities and cable television; said
MSU spokes:woman Judy
Yancy.
· ' ... .,
·"' ·'·

a

•
Rent at the·, Gi).ley
Apart,I
ment~ w_ould J_p.crease from ,
$260 a month to.$315. At Lake- :
wood Terriice;'rent for a t~o- I
bedroom apartment would m-·
er.ease fromJl270. to $325 ·a
month, while a .three-oedroom
would junw from $290 _to $345
a month. :. ,:: .'.:"·.\·;--· · ·•. !
·: At Ward Oates, a · duplex
would increase from' .. $275. to I
$330 a ihontli. :::;,~u· -k~£ ·..,,.. 1
. '. MS_y:Fresiitenftn;;i:iiild·E~glin has· said· previously °that I
the school must reduce. the ·
deficit in its housing ·program
c -now about.,$1 million. a ,
-

'

'

-

'
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I

·-._,:i1t~o~~
t~~:~~-1,1,~~~~\ i
The, pr~posed $5-a-~einester

mcrease .m the student, activ- ·1
· ity. fee . was approved ·at the I
urging. of; the schoors Student
Goveniinent Associatlon:'Part ·
of the money will.. be ·used .to '
. pay for more speakers:: .0· •. , I
·. ~- approyed,. the, student ,ac- 1
t1v1ty fell w9uld increase from ·
$90 ~o $95 !i..sen\\:ster;:~ ,: .
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Athletic ~~, beiiefits\li.~- -~ew library, \

.
U

I

~t u_sno~. prais~ex
. cess
..... ··""'-:,<:C?urt_·~Y of theU
.. K
.. men's b. asket- '
:,m
college athletics. ' ;,: ·; ,i, ;· ball team's success and· the South-,1
' ·Toe:excess in this·in- -:,\··eastern Conference's first football i

stance, as .in so many :-, ·: ;championship game. . · . . . . . '.
cases, is financial in nature. But . ,;, .. i. ,. '. , :
. · . . . .I
this isn't a tale ofathletics running
. In making the donation the as~ok. It's a_ story of ath~eti<:5 coqi-.. . -~ociation anq UK Athleti~ Direc- 1
mg to the _md of acadermcs m. t!1,e_ : .. tor C.M Newton have· not only
I
m.ost tangible way.
· helped build a new library but also
' The University of Kentucky · · •. have reminded everyone of a useful'
Athletics Association has donated .. :fruth:.Athletics and academics
$1 million toward the university's
not conflict when a university'
new library. . The
money
comes
...
.:.
has
its
priorities
in• place.
• .
·
'
••
: • _ ...... ,. • .rs,,.
• .
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Next to laSt
Percentage of undereducated adults
is bad news for Kentucky's economy
A major emphasis on adult
education helped increase
the number of Kentucky
adults with high school diplomas from 53.1 percent in 1980
to 64.6 percent in 1990. While
encouraging, that increase
. only pushed Kentucky from
50th place in 1980 to 49th 10
ye~s later. Only Mississippi
had a higher percentage of
adults who weren 't high
school graduates.
Clearly, more needs to be
done to erase this negative
statistic. The lack of a diploma not only has a tremendous, negative impact on the
lives of individualsr it seriously hampers economic development efforts in the
state, as a whole, and in this
region, in particular. 1
Jobs are becoming increasingly complex, and industries look for an educated
workforce when seeking places to locate. Communities in
which as many as half the
adults have not graduated
from high school are unlikely
to be given serious consideration , by those companies
that require the most skills
and pay the highest wages.
According to the Southern
Regional Education Board in
Atlanta, almost 90 percent of
the 287,000 jobs that current
trends show will be ·created
in Kentucky by 2000 will require at least a high school
education. More than twothirds of those jobs will require some training and education beyond high school.
It is going to take more
than just keeping ·a higher
percentage of young people

in school to improve Kentucky's standing among other
states, says Ron Crouch, director of the Kentucky State
Data Center, which compiled
the figures from the 1990 U.S.
Census.
Ninety percent of the people who will be workers in
2000 are already past high
school age. "You are not
going to reform the work
force just by educating young
people," Crouch said. "Kentucky's future is going to be
decided not only by how well
our children are educated
but also by how well our
adult population is educated·. "
•
The problem is particularly severe in this region.
While 72 percent of the residents of the Northern Kentucky Area Development District and 71 percent of those
in the Lexington Area Develobment District had high
school diplomas in 1990, the
percentages in districts in
this region were dismal: 61
percent in the FIVCO counties, 52 percent in Gateway
and 50 percent in Big Sandy.
That won't cut it. As long
as so many of our adults lack
the basic skills necessary to
compete in today's job market, our undereducated workforce will be as much a reason for the proverbial "Winchester Wall" as the lack of
attention from Frankfort.
If this region hopes to find
its way out of its economic
doldrums, it is critical that
the education level of our
workforce increase significantly. We're improving, yes,
but not nearly fast enough.
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MOREHEAD -- A Morehead State University psychology professor was elect,
ed Thursday by faculty
members as their represen- ·
tative to the school'& board
of regents.
:, : ·r .
His margin was the· narrowest since professors
were allowed a voting ·member on the board.
Bruce Mattingly defeated
incumbent faculty regent
Alban Wheeler, a sociology
professor, 98-96 in a runoff
election for the three-year
term on the school's govern- .
ing body. Charles Holt, a
history professor, and Bev'erly · McCormick, chairwoman of the Faculty Senate,· were eliminated earlier
in the voting.
Mattingly, who received .
the school's distinguished
researcher award in 1987,
said he plans to push for
continued improvements in
the quality of the working
environment, support ser- ·
· vices and compensation for
faculty members.
"I think I can provide
leadership in a pretty· exciting time with a new president and board," Mattingly
said this morning.
"There are a number of important decisions that will be
made of the next couple of
years affecting the quality of
the programs and faculty. I
think I can provide a positive
influence for change toward
greater quality of our programs and resources."
Wheeler, seeking an unprecedented third term on the
board, said he lost partly because his colleagues wanted a
fresh face.
"There comes a time when

606-7B3-2030
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MSU profs, get
new··delegate to
regents' bocll9d
8y JIM ROBINSON·

MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 •
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the older people need to step
aside, not completely out of
the picture, but step aside,"
Wheeler said this morning.
"When they don't do it, they
get nudged aside."
A Louisville native, Mattingly, 41, joined the MSU faculty in 1980 after earning his
doctorate and master's degree
in psychology· from the University of Kentucky. He.
earned his bachelor's degree
in math and psychology from
MSU in 1974.
Wheeler, 57. a Miami native,
joined the MSU faculty in 1972
after earning his doctorate in
sociology from Mississippi
State University. He received
his master and bachelors' degrees in sociology from Mississippi College.
Wheeler said the race was
decided on differences in style
between the two candidates
"and the question of who
could be the most effective."
"It was a good campaign
and I've had my turn and I apprecia te it," Wheeler said.
"Now it's time for me to go on
to other things. I think Bruce
will do a good job and he will
certainly have my support."
Wheeler said the 75 percent
voter turnout was the highest
he could remember since the
1960s, when a state law was
passed allowing .faculty and
students to place a voting
member on the boards of state
universities.
Mattingly, ·who is scheduled
to be sworn in at the April 30
MSU's regents meeting, said
he's initially pleased with a
proposed budget approved by
a regents' committee Wednesday calling for a 3 percent
raise for professors.
"It's certainly a positive
step considering our fiscal situation," Mattingly said.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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U of L fund
seeks to keep
best students
Associated Press

LOUISVILLE- A new scholarship program at the University of
Louisville is aimed at attracting
some of the state's best and brightest students who might otherwise
leave Kentucky to go to college.
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell, RKy., who set up the scholarship
fund, said he was concerned that
many of Kentucky's "sharpest kids
go off to. the East and don't come
back." He also said he wanted "to
give something back to society,"
Ten to 15 students are expected
to become McConnell scholars each
year and will retain their scholar. ships as undergraduates if they
maintain good grades.
"U of L is a place where kids
come and get a basically · good
education," McConnell said. "But
they don't have the exposure to
people who make things happen
that students have at Ivy League
schools."
McConnell exposed the first
group of scholarship winners to one
person who made many things
happen. They met with President
Bush in December for 45 minutes.
"That was the high point for
me, because I campaigned for him,"
said Kara Samuel, valedictorian of
her class at Hickman County High
School in Western Kentucky.
She said she also has enjoyed
meeting the 14 other McConnell
scholars, most of whom come from
outside Louisville and - unlike
McConnell and Samuel - are Democrats.
McConnell scholars take classes
and participate in programs offered
by the McConnell Center for Political Leadership, created this school
year by McConnell and the U of L
political science department
McConnell said his goal is to
raise $3 million. The interest on
that amount would be enough to
pay for the scholarships. He already
has $2.4 million in commitments.
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U.Va~, debates ban~on sex
be~e(:}n ~tudents, f9~.u lty' ,
1

You can't legislate love; .opponents say, but supporters contend that such affairs are often
coercive ~d usually damaging.

·

·

'

CLOSE-UP:· ,-,,; ·;:· :
·

_

1

- '

Campus ~ffairs :)f _.·

· But the members of the Committee o~- '
Women's Concerns, which wrote the
proposal, say it is not ·that siinple: Given
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va - Uni- the power professors hold over students
versity of Virginia President John T. the committee members contend that it i;
Casteen ill is, presumably, brushing his virtually impossible for a student to
brow in relief.
freely consent to have
with a teacher.
Under a proposed university policy
. When they do, the relationship is
that would ban sex between faculty and I likely to s_our an~ mig~t have widespread
students, Casteen could not have married repercuss10ns, 111clud111g allegations of
his wife. He could not have wooed her ~ harassme1_1t Other students also
over coffee or on a stroll through the rmght feel at a d1sadvanta~ as a result
woods. He could not have even invited
of an affair, further comprom1s111g
~er to do those things to gauge her
the integrity of the educational
mterest
process.
Casteen, who met his wife at the
"This is not about romance.
University of California at Berkeley when
This is about power and the abuse
he was a professor and she was a
of that power," said Cindy Aron, an
graduate siudent in the 1970s, is not .
associate professor of history and
talking publicly about the policy, which
chairwoman of the subcommittee
would be the first in the nation to
that drafted the proposed policy.
prohibit sex, even romantic overtures,
"There is a power relationship
between professors and all undergraduembedded in the structure, and for
ates and would limit relationships bea professor to have an intimate
tween professors and graduate students.
sexual relationship with a student
is an abuse of that power.
But on the green lawns under the
"We all know people who met
blossoming trees here, it is being talked
their spouses while they were. students and are happily married today, but we don't hear from those
abo~t in earnest and objections are
for whom a relationship was disasco~i~g fast. It's legislating love. Crimitrous," Aron said.
nal1Z111g Cupid. Reining in romance.
The proposal, which will be
"It's an invasion of the private lives
voted
on April 22 by the universiof com;~nting adults, and it reeks of
ty's Faculty Senate, is hardly the
pate:nahsm,'.' said Anne Bailey, 19, infirst such policy bearing on consencorrung president of the university's Stusual sexual relations between faculdent_ Council, which represents the unity and students. Virtually all colversity's 18,000 students.
I
leges
and universities in the nation,
"We're old enough to go to war and '
including Virginia, have policies
to have an abortion, so I think we're old
prohibiting sexual harassment.
en~ugh t~ decide who to go to bed with,"
-A service of the Office of Media RelationsBadey said.
By Sally Jacobs
Boston Globe

sex

In recent years, a number of
universities, including Tufts and
Harvard, also have prohibited sexual relations between teachers and
students in their classes or under
their advisement
But the University of Virginia
would be the first to prohibit sex
and "romantic- or sexual overtures" I
between professors and all under- . '!
graduates, rather than just those in. I
their classes. .
'
The proposal would also prO:
hibit faculty from having sexual
relations with graduate students
who are in their classes or who are
working for them, or with any
student dependent on them for financial aid or other benefits.
Teaching assistants would be
prohibited from having liaisons
with any students in their classes.
The proposal, which its authors
~Y- was triggered not by any specific event but came up in a discussion of sexual harassment, does not
specify penalties.
Few, including· University of
Virginia students and faculty who
oppose the proposal, object to prohibitions on facu)ty members becoming involved with students in their
classes or under their immediate
supervision. Virtually all support
the goal of protecting both students
and faculty.
But there is a feeling in- some
academic circles that the proposal
by the Committee on Women's Concerns goes too far, that it raises the
specter · of Big Sister peering into
bedrooms and coffee shops and
.hallways across campus.
Enforcement of such · a policy,
~me ~uggest, would be virtually
unposs1ble. University of Virginia '
officials, including Casteen former
president of the University' of Connecticut, declined to comment on
the proposal before the Faculty
Senate vote.
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SEX: School
debat~s major
prohibition
lCo"-f'•)
"You really get into a rats' nest
when you try and prohibit behavior
between adults," said Bryan Shepp,
dean of the faculty at Brown University, "In many ways it's inappropriate to legislate human relationships. That's just not the
university's role. All you can do is
point out what the terrible consequences of such a relationship can
be."

1

Controversial

EKU student election ends\

RICHMOND - Eastern Kentucky.University's Student.Association elections - and an 11 th-hou; controversy - came to an end last
night when senior Donald Pace was elected 1993-94 president
-Pace and his running mate, Skat Howie, garnered 712 vat~
compared with 378 for April ·Ramsey and Thomas Johnson. · . · • ,
Johnson became Ramsey's running mate at l:30·a.ni. yesterday,. i
soon after Michael Quirin was ruled ineligible. After a· two-hour 1
meeting and an hour of deliberation, the university's student
association student court voted 4-3, to disqualify Quinn. . .
. .. ·I
The controversy arose over·what constitutes a second-semester
sophomore, a prerequisite for candidates under the constitution.
Quinn, in his fourth ·semester at EKU,. has completed 4i hours - · .
. four fewer than the court ruled necessary.
: - ··
· .
"We felt sorry that we had to do this, but we feel we made the
right _decision," said chief justice Robert Carr, noting that Quirin had
less than 30 hours before the beginning of the. fall semester. .

I
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Agriculture professqr nah!ecl to UK ,b~ard .
. An agriculture professor has been chosen by the University of
Kentucky faculty to repr~nt. them" ~n t}le UK Board of '.frustees.
· Lays Mather is expected to take seat ·on the board 'when the
term of faculty trustee Carolyn Bratt ends June 30. . : ;-. · · , .
Mather 52 has been at UK since 1968. He is a former president of
the UK ~~ Council and was one of three faculty representatives
on the 1990 search committee to select a president · ,.
..
In 1989, Mather was named to head UK's Self-Study, a two-year
process to· consider UK's strengths and· weaknesses before a
rea=editation review that occurs every 10 years; . .

a

UK engineers to ·induct 5 alumni
Five University of Kentucky alumni will be taken into the College
of Engineering's Hall of Distinction this spring,
'
·
Those being honored include Margaret Ingels, UK's. first female
engineering graduate, who is being honored posthumously. Ingels
was the second female engineering graduate in the United States and
the first woman to receive a degree in mechanical engineering.
·
Ingels, who lived iii Paris, Ky., graduated fom UK's departml;Ilt
of mechanical engineering in 1916 and spent most of her career with
Carrier Engineering Corp. ·
. .·
Other honorees are:
• Ralph G. Anderson, "Harrodsburg, who founded J:lelcan· Corp., a
Cincinnati company that employs 3,500 people m 20. ~!ants.
Anderson, a 1950 mechanical engineering graduate, has preVJously
received the Outstanding Engineering Alumnus award.
• David K Blythe, Georgetown,. a· -1940 graduate in civil
·engineering, Blythe, a former chairman of UK's civil engineering
department, worked for the U.S. Forest Service and the U.S. Corps of
Engineers before returning to UK in 1947 as a faculty member.
• Joseph A. Boyd, Ballard · County, chairman of the board lll!d
chief executive officer of Harris Corp. He •is a 1963 graduate m
electrical engineering and received an honorary degree from UK in
1988.
• Louis Ware, president of International Minerals and Chemicals
Corp., which became one of the v.:orld's largest producers \llln,er:aJs
and chemicals for food production. Ware, of Somerset, m mmmg
engineering in 1917.
·
The honorees will be inducted at a banquet Friday.

ot
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UK: i~ unlikely ·52'
to ·ban affairs., ·.
between.faculty,
• ., , ·· ·~,-•; :~1:a ' .
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By DQttle Bean

Herald•Leader education writer . ·-

The University of Kentucky is .
not likely to follow the example of
the University of Virginia by proposing a ban on sex between faculty and students, UK officials. said
yesterday. · .. · '
. ·
But a fac(tlty-staff rommittee
plans to suggest 1:ru\t UK faculty
report sexual relationships if the
faculty members are to evaluate the
schoolwork of their student lovers.
The University of Virginia will
consider a proposal later this month
to prohibit sexual relations, including romantic overtures, between ·
professors and all undergraduate
students and to limit relationships
between professors and graduate
students. · -- ·
·:"We toyed with attempts· to
prohib\t such relationships ... and
felt it was beyond our ability to
draft a policy that would recogniz.e '
the privacy rights of the individuals
involved,'' said Carolyn_ Bratt, a '.
member of the UK . law school
·faculty-who .is on liK'ssexua!l
harassment committee. . ..
,.
But Bratt said the ·committee:
wanted to ensure that UK employ-•
ees and students receive fair evaluations from supervisors and instructors.
,
I
"The policy wftre suggesting,
simply says that in· such instances.
arrangements would. be made for.
someone else to make an objective ·
evaluation," said Gretchen LaGodna, UK's · ombudsman and a
committee member.

.

"What that may,.mean is-that,
someone else grades the stud~nt's i
papers or that a supervisor cannot/
be responsible: for !'."performance_
review of soineone they'"' are in- !
volved with.", - I· ·,
.'
I
The committee's. work is in.
. draft form and is expected to be·
handed over . to UK President!
Charles '."etbington ~ week: j
·,;,Wethington appointed the com-,
mittee, last;•jear,, He charged itsi
members witlrthe'broader res nsi-'
bilify of revfewihg' the unive:ty's i
1~. acl!Jll!lisµ:a~v~·regu1ations involving sexual ~ e n t in light
o_f new laws and changing definitions.
1-... • ·:
,,•.._, .. fl
'YJrile the IJa;rieL was studying
the issue, he said; he sent'· out ·a,1
strongly worded statement iii October that spelled .out UK's sexual:
harassment policy.
'
LaGodna said UK's policy does ,
not address the "issue of problematic relationships between people in 1
mol'C: po"'.erful .. and' less powerful 1
relationships."
·:·: ·
,., ·

membeis ·

., Many times"facuity ·
don't see the -relationships in the
same way as physicians and therapists who might be lempted to have:
intimate relationships with their:
patients, she said. •
i
·;::;.'Ti)ere are people that still see'
tijese_'relatio!15hi1?5 as ~~- of an;
l1111\18!11g uruvers1ty tradition, but r
they are really an unfair abuse of!
power'' she said.•'•··•·-· " , ...... ,

a

'

._. ' . ;. -~ J

,,t, ·:,1·,.,, :·· -

Bra!i: 'said ~porting o{i'acuity~I ·
student relations!pps is,,oply onei
part of th~ CI/IIllll!ttee's suggestion.,1

of

''The oth~·~ 1t'c1ea1s wit!il
what happens.if somebody reports!
an incident of ·sexua1 harassment
and the party who is the alleged'
harasser says, 'Well,'we were in a,
consensual amo~s relationship,' " :
Bratt .said.
·
·
1
,lti/,'/,;·,'/

•

. )'It's. our thought that if there .
· was a power differential, the faculty
member who was allegedly harass- ,
ing ·the student is going to have to ,
prove it was consen~ual'.' ·
I
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UK group goe~ to bat for gay.rights
'..

•
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.,-,.,,

•

;

•

.••

.

~-

•

. '"lt'J

· LEXINGTO~, ~y. -The University of Kentucky Student Go~••
ernment AsSOC!ation wants the school's board of trustees to coii-.;
sider a resolution upholdmg gay rights ·on, campus.
,;,,
At Wednesday's. meeting,. the associatio11, adopted a resolution:
urging that sexual orientation be added to a non-discriminatioii'.
clause published in university documents. . .
· · ,·- ';:;
Heather Henne! and Misty Weaver, at-large members who,
sponsored the resolution, said they would ask that it be presentelt
to the board:this fall. . · · ·
'
· · , . ..
. · ·;:.,,
·Attempts to get the board to pass a similar resolution. failed
several years ago. . •
· · . · · · ' .. " ' .. ,:
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gave cOnege.head
car when he retired.
.

.·

..

_

.•. ___ ,!

... -"- :

L· •

A•·

·

.

\

cah city attorney David Denton, board minutes show. Ann Denton declined to ·talk
staff Writer
about the decision yesterday. . ". ,
I
Marshall Nemer of Paducah, chairman of :
1
PADUCAH, Ky: -· When he retired in 1 the trustees, said he "saw .nothing wrong:
1990 as president of Paducah Community
with it, It was part of his compensation for ·
College, Donald J. Clemens bagged a goingbeing underpaid." Asked who c!etermined ,
away present to remember - a $19,000
· that Clemens · was underpaid,
sports car, courtesy of McCracken County's
Nemer replied, "I guess you do" I
taxpayers.
and ended the conversation. ··>.• •·
The maroon two-seat 1990 Buick Reatta
Ben cirr, chimcellor of the· UK ·
was paid for out of a fund that supports the
community-college. system, said he ,
community college and is financed primar•
didn't know: how much Clemens '
ily by a local property tax.
·
had been paid, but the average sala•. !
A board of 15 voting trustees runs the
fund, called Paducah Junior College Inc.
!Y for community;,college presi~ents. 1
Twelve are named by the Paducah· mayor
JS $65,000.
,
~,, _,:.... ,•:
::r,,;_::-1.,;
and three by the McCracken County judgeClemens; who said he did not reexecutive.
·
ceive a housing allowance as.presi· ,
Although other state-supported institu- .
dent, defended the car as a perk to
tions of higher learning have foundations,
augment an uncompetitive sal~..
they are financed largely froll! private d.ona1
."It was one way the college could
tions. State law allows second:class cities,
show me 'gratitude," Clemens said i
Paducah among them, to enact a property
Wednesday in ··an interview. "I'll
tax to support municipal colleges.
Ashland is the only other second-class
never _forget tbe1:11-n
··;,~:<n:::lfo\~<~_.'•1
city. with such a tax, and the community
To get the. best buy, Clemens said
college there collects about $300,000 a year
he selected ·a· demonstrator with ,
from it, said Jim Wmter, a college official.
5,000 miles.
· .·
·
He said use of the money is tightly restrictAsked
if
he,
thought
the
money
ed.
could have· been put to better use :
The McCracken County property tax was
for the college, Clemens replied, "I :
first levied in 1937 to help the college when
think you're: blowing smoke."
it was owned. by the city of Paducah and
was called Paducah Junior College, The col- .
· Paducah -Mayor· Gerry Montgom• ,
lege joined the University of Ke_11t11cky colllery, whose husband Is a board :
munity college system in 1968. .'
,.
member; said she did not recall at- 1
The tax's bile is relatively small; the owntending the meeting at which the
er of a $100,000 home would have paid $31
decision was.made, though the min•
last year, city officials said. But since 1987
utes showed'she and Judge-Execu•
the levy has generated $2.5 million, accordtive Gary Hovekamp were present
ing to college records.
.
non-voling~iiiembtirs.-·-_-.- ·-·
Clemens and those involved in the deci"I don't see· a. problem. with it,'.'
sion to give him the car defended it as an
she said.
appropriate way of compensating him for
his service to the college.
Asked if she thought the car was
At the time of his retirement in the fall of
an appropriate gift, Montgomery re- ,
1990, Clemens had driven the car for about
plied: "Everyl>ody has their own
six months as his official presidential vehiidea of what appropriate Is. If this is .
cle. He selected it at an Illinois dealership
what he wanted, I think it's not un•
and had the fund pay $19,420 to buy it.
usual."
The fund licensed the car in its name unClemens said he. did not ask the
til the trustees voted to give it to Clemens
trustees
to give him the car;
on Nov. l, 1990.
.
In addition to giving Clemens the car,
According to federal tax records,
records show that in early 1991 the fund's
-the fund's goal is to "provide educatrustees paid $1,137 in Tennessee state taxtional opportunities at the junior
es to put the car in Clemens' name. (Clemcollege level." It pumps more than
ens lives in Antioch, Tenn.)
·
$600,000 a year into administration,
The motion to give Clemens the car was
scholarships, the -arts, athletics and
made by trustee Ann Denton, wife of Padu-

By JAMES MALONE

I

-as

!mprovements to the college's physical plant.
The tax provides more than twothirds of the fund's annual revenue,
the balance coming from donations
!ffld interest earned on deposits and
mvestments. Of the $621,663 the
trustees reported spending in 1992,
$535,000 came from tax dollars.
· ·Even though the college is part of
the UK system, the trustees of the
fund are not under UK's control, according to Anthony Newberry, vice
chancellor for academic affairs. As·
sets bought by the fund are not considered the property of the UK system unless formally transferred to
the community college, Newberry
said.
. . ,•"•'" ·.,,. •::::
While a recenf°aiaillt .found that,
the bulk of the fund's money has
been spent on college programs and
facilities, in March 1991 the trustees
paid a $5,000 bill for. the current
president, Leonard O'Hara, to join
the Paducah Country Club. The
fund also pays his $160 monthly
dues, and a separate dining tab.
O'Hara ·also gets the use of a
$10,000 discretionary account from
the fund to spend to his liking, plus
$500 a month for serving as execu,
tive director of Paducah Junior College Inc. In February 1993, the fund
brought O'Hara a $300 cellular telephone and now pays his monthly
bills.
.
O'Hara, who became president in
1991, said the perks offered to him
by the tax-supported fund played a
role in his accepting the job. Such .
benefits are customarily afforded
college presidents in other states, he
said.
"I had no way of knowing that
maybe not everyone in the state of
Kentucky receives this because they
are the kinds of things that I was
very familiar with for all of my career," he said. "The base salaries in
Kentucky are not what one is drawn
to."
O'Hara said the fund's board has
operated ''very carefully" since his
association with it.
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Colleges to test idea
of a three-year deg;ree
By JON MARCUS
Associated Press

BOSTON -As the cost of a college diploma soars, some American
universities are considering reducing the. amount of time it takes to
get one.
The idea, cutting the length of an
undergraduate education from four
years to three, is about to be tested.
by the State University of New
York, the nation's largest public
university system. And one school,
Oberlin College, is ready to advertise it as an option.
"It's very simple," said S. Frederick Starr, Oberlin's president "If I
apply to Oberlin at $23,000 or Harvard at $25,000 a year, I'm applying
for a $100,000 bachelor's degree. If I
get through in three years, I have
reduced my cost by 25 percent.
"If my fourth year is spent working, my salary will equal the price of
admission. Now we're up to·50 percent off."
.
Proponents say advances in technology mean students can learn at
their own pace. For some, that can
mean meeting degree requirements
more quickly.
"We have so automatically assumed that all students should

spend the same amount of time in
LE)(INGTOlil'.!ERt\bD-1,,EA[ll;!I.~
college," said Stanford's president,
MOND.A,Y,.l'l~B.ILJi,:~
set
~:~~~;~~re is that
. Advocates talk of encouraging , MOREHEAD _ Morehead State Univ~ty'~·os;""l'•'~dieedead,
high school students to take more ·won the national title · Di · · I ,.,.,_.....,tion~t•.the N ·ti·
college-level courses, streamlining
.
m . VtSl~n ~ . ..a .,.. . .. a 01
educational requirements and College Cheerleadll!~ Championships yesrenlay~~ ~ Diego, Ca
lengthening the academic year.
In. ~e competition, 5POnsored bi,: the-·~ ~lead,
Oberlin will advertise the three-;~tion, ~01:head competed ~,t!Je,'. . v~ty_of No,
year option to entering students in: UU:0111l3; at W ~ James MadISon. Um, , ,. ;: George Mas
its catalog next fall. At Stanford, Uruvers1ty, '!}mv~1ty of North ~fil!II ~'ijp;:_ . o!:11:,, ,Geori
Casper will address it in his state-of- Sou~ ~~iverstty and _Bra~ey Uruversity;,1/!)llt r,,·1\t '..
the-university speech to faculty at
In DiVts~on IA, the Uruvers1ty of Kentl,icky's ~ ·· -plac
the end of this month.
· .
second, behind Ohio State University.
... :, ::~;;;~~'tilfii/:,i_'I.;.,
Actually, the time needed to get a
_bachelor's degree has been getting
longer. Spiraling tuition forces
many students to take fewer than
the full load of credits, or hold parttime jobs that interfere with classes.
Nearly half of all students who
complete undergraduate degrees
take more than four years, 1990·
U.S. Census figures show. Only 8
percent take less.
.
·
Some denounce the idea of speeding up the college education as if it
were an assembly line. Others queslion whether a three-year degree is
possible without better preparation.
And some schools fear they will
be forced to reauit more applicailts
if students finish In three yearL·

:Morehead cheerleaderswfii:iiitloiiiltiU1
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EKU Hall of. Disti_nguisbed Alumni
to induct· nine gradu.ates Saturday
Processorsana
•

•

director for Kentucky Scrap
Recyclers_ '.
the Kentucky Recycling Brokerage Authority and the.
'Kentucky Economic Development - ~ He is
i fo/ffl& regent at Kentucky State Uruvers1ty, a former :
· djrector of. the Kentucky ~ber of Commerce ~
~ of_ the EK_U Foundation,, · .... ·. . . _; ··:;; ,;ij
· --: • ~ t ; Ridings Jr., class.of 1!)64. Ridirigs IS.~
i NewJ'ork,Life - ~ agent m Rii:bmond He
· been· named Agent of the Year twice, earned tlie·
Kenllicky_State·AssociationofLifeUnderwritersMedaV
of Honor and.'received 'the National' Quality Award"l!O''
tim .., ..•,;;; •. ··>•...... ,.1 .. , ... , . .
, ... - •••• ·• "•"(
, .,e&:....:, ., _':,. <•i/'''..'~- ';'.';/ ·_:-·. '., : ."."· ··.,:;;;,~
, • Mindy Shannon Phelps, class of I'i!l'l. She is a ..:
,news anchor at WI.EX-TV (Channel 18) in ~ . '.
and co-founded the Bluegrass Chapter of the Society of.:'
1
,Professional
Jpurnalists.... She .. has received ·seveml.{
I

Herald-Leader staff report

RICHMOND- Nine.Eastern Kentucky University
graduates will be inducted into the University's Hall of
Distinguished Alumni on Saturday.
Candidates for the awards are.selected on the basis
of professional and personal achievement. by the .
Executive Committee of the EKU 'Natioruir Alumni '
Association from among. nominations received from
EKU graduates
·.. •,.: :•-i, ., ,-,,.,.:
Th al
: be · d:.~:~
.
< -,, ., ,., ·,_..
e wnru to
m """"' are:
,
•Mary Mitchell Adderton, class of 1971. She
has been the head teacher and .assistant principal at
Valley Elementary School in Hot Springs, Va
..
• Harold G. Campbell, class of.1972. Campbell is
the president and chief executive officer of Farmers
State Bank in Booneville;- He also serves on EKU's.
Board of Regents and· as a director for the Owsley
County 8:3lth eare Center... :::, " ·
. ·. ~ · :...
:•David P. Grise,. class_ ofl~. ~ 1s an
assistant U.S. attorney based m LexingtoIL
' .. .

a,

~l

journalism awards-lll!d:liiiii:beeri:.a, .

,time iiistrui:tir.!

at'EKU. the·last'l:1111ple.~';~~'-',, · · :\;,;;~

eo :, '"!.~.JC'..:s~7i;Jffi1968. s~i~

a:~

~ ~;d ~thle~:'~!
ifnl".~~f
p~
..
. . , . ~,_,,s
, •,
8

=~
•• •. •

is-writing_supervisai:fut.~publicschoolsand~!
has seived-as-)inisidenfof:lhe Kentucky Couni:il''ofl•

~~~~~o~~'::~lsilj~~f;
president and CEO ~Linci>lil ~ational,Midsouth ~tj

• Rodney R. Ratliff; class of 1965. Ratliff:is ,the'
He .has:,lieen:·ai:i:ively';Jqvolved. in: cimimµiuty health ·
founder of Frankfort Scrap Metal, Lexington Scrap
care,·:servmg.Jwo liospi1aF!ioards, oilii'as:'.vii:e cliair,,l'
Metal and Lexington Recycling, and has served.as a, • mm ~- ~,'.president of'I¥, ~~

,~~,;~t:...

~1989,90... __ ~_ ·-·-. --~........ •"'-.
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Trustees defend
departure gift
PADUCAH CAP) - Trustees
of a taxpayer-supported fund
that benefits Paducah Communiry College defend their
gift of a car to a college president when he retired in 1990.
A board of 15 voting trustees
runs the fund, called Paducah
Junior College Inc. Twelve are
named by the Paducah mayor
and three by the McCracken
County judge-executive.
Paducah Junior College Inc.
gave the $19,000 1990 Buick Rea tta to Donald J. Clemens
when he retired as president of
Paducah Community College.
Clemens and those involved in
the decision to give him the
car .said it was an appropriate
way of compensating him for
his service to the college.
Clemens. who said he did not
receive a housing allowance as
president, defended the car as
a perk to augment an uncompetitive salary.
Marshall Nemer of Paducah
chairman of the trustees, said
he "saw nothing wrong with it.
It was part of his compensation for being underpaid."
Although other statesupported institutions of higher learning have foundations,
they are financed largely from
private donations. State law al1ow s second-class cities,
Paducah among them, to enact
a property tax to support municipal colleges.
.
The McCracken County
property tax was first levied in
1937 to help the college when it
was owned by the city of

Paducah and was called
Paducah Junior College. The
college joined the University of
Kentucky community college
system m 1968,
.
At the time of his retirement
in the fall of 1990, Clemens had
driven the car for about six
months as his official presidential vehicle. He selected it at
an Illinois dealership and had
the fund pay $19,420 to buy it
The fund licensed the car in
its name until the trustees
voted to give it to Clemens on
Nov. 1, 1990.
According to federal tax
records, the fund's goal is to
"provide educational opportunities at the junior college level." It pumps more
than $600,000 a year into administration; scholarships, the
arts, athletics and improvements to the college's physical
plant.
The tax provides more than
two-thirds.of the fund's annual
revenue, the balance coming
from donations and interest
earned on deposits and investments. Of the $621,663 the
trustees reported spending in
1992, $535,000 came from tax
dollars.
While a recent audit found
that the bulk of the fund's
money has been spent on college programs and facilities, in
March ;991 the trustees paid a .
$5,000 bill for the current president, Leonard O'Hara, to join
the Paducah Country Club.
The fund · also pays his $160
. monthly dues:•and a separate,
dining ta_!,. •

The Daily Independent, Ashlan~, K~f'!tl,JCky,
Friday, April 16,. 1993

Gay rights:~
proposal made;
LEXINGTON -The.·
University of Kentucky
Student Government
Association wants the.
school's board of trustees
to consider a·resolution/l
upholding gay rights~on · i
campus. · ,,,, .•.:,,/,-;'.;-~fj~'°
At wectnes.ctai.'s:'.'jft'.'t
meeting, the:associauoii'
adopted a resol~oµ~
urging that·sexual•:'i;,,"iiJli"'1
orientation be added to a
non-discr~tioli, .'.:J
clause published in the 7·
UK Bulletin and other · .I
university documents.
_.......
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MSU post interviewing
to begin at month's end
Northcutt. said the committee has not decided yet how
many of the 61 applicants it
will interview.
MOREHEAD ·_ A comMSU hopes to find a replacemittee searching for a new
ment
for interim academic
second-in-command at
vice
president
John C. Philley.
Morehead State University
MSU was on the verge of
expects to begin interviewing candidates by the end of hiring .a new academic vice
president last year when it dethis month, the panel's
cided to postpone the search
chair said last week.
until it hired a new president.
The 10-member committee is in the process of President Ronald G. Eaglin
came on board at the beginselecting candidates it
would like to interview ' ning of July.
from a group of 61 people
Northcutt, who did not serve
who applied for the job of
on last year's vice presidential
executive vice president for
search committee, said she
academic affairs and dean · didn't know if any of the finalof the faculty, said Helen
ists for the job last year have
Northcutt.
applied again.
··we·ve got a nice pool of
Northcutt said the commitwell-qualified applicants
tee has held several meetings
with a great deal of diversince the closing date to resity," said Northcutt, an
view applications for the job,
MSU assistant business edwhich currently pays $75,000 a
ucation professor.
year.
The school stopped acShe said applications came
cepting applications for the
from as far away as the East
job April 1 after advertising
and West coasts.
.
the position for about a
MSU will not hire a firm to
month.
help the school find the new
By JIM

ROBINSON

OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

606-783-2030

executive vice president as it
did for the presidential search,
Northcutt said.
The committee will recommend candidates to Eaglin,
who will do the hiring.
While the committee is
under no deadline to make a
recommendation to Eaglin,
MSU would like to have the
new administrator on board
before the beginning of the
1993-94 school year, said
spokeswoman Judy Yancy.
In addition to Northcutt, the
search committee members
are:
► Jane Ellington, associate
professor of home economics.
► Ed Reeves, associate professor of sociology.
► Elsie Pritchard, librarian.
► Tamara Hetzer, student.
► Porter Dailey, vice president for administration and
fiscal services.
► Carole Morella, director of
research grants and contracts.
► Jerry Gore, director of minority student affairs.
► Robert Lindahl, professor
of mathematics.
► Beverly McCormick, associate professor of real estate
and chairwoman of the Faculty Senate.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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. 'Moonlight_ schools'·
A Rowan Coµnty teacher's. crusade.
helped illit~rate.adults learn-~9 read~_
MOREHEAD, Ky. - There is .. r;;:::;:;;;====::::;, · spread the word of the .
national advisory commission. on·: _:; .
illiteracy.
·- · ·
. ··' '
a tiny one-room schoolhouse..
moonlight schools to family
on the Morehead State
...
members; neighbors and ·
In the -1930s her adult-literacy: tl!ilching.
methods were gradually bypassed' as
University campus in which..
others who could not read and
educators relegated -her once-popular
adults once gathered at night
write. In 1911, Rowan County
"C01111try·Life Readers" to the _back·
to learn to read and write.
·
enrolled 1,200 adults for night
_; shelves in favor of more modem.'. ·: :
It was called a "moonlight
classes; 1,600 enrolled.the
programs.
" ·"''" ':
school" because classes were
. _next year. . . .
Stewart
spent.her-last.years
home
held on nights when the moon. . , BYRON·. :·: Soon the program expanded·
fot
the
elderly
in
Tryon,
:N.
C;;'
alone:
·
cast enough light for students
to other Kentucky counties. In
with
only'
enough·resources
to
live.
She.
to see the footpaths and wagon
CRAWFORD 1914-15, it was estimated that
had been married three times -twice to
trails that they often foll owe!! . . COLUMNIST
40,000 Kentucky ·adults .had ,
the.same man. Her.o1!ly:child had died.
for miles to reach the school,
.
· learned to read and. write· in:
in.infancy. Glaucoma had left her. blind.
In·the early 1900s many moonlight. ---'·moonlight schools: Then·Alabama and ·
She died in.December!l958 at age 83;
schools were opened in Kentucky, and - Mississip11i adopted Stewart's idea, and
Her .grave in Tryon was. unmarked until later around the nation{dtie·primarily-tci·: •"by"1916,'aclults:in:18 sta\es had been·
a few years ago. And.though she has
the selfless crusade-of a Rowan:County · enrolled;--- · .• · • > • , • · - •·
been
~-fo!'g9tten, )1er mel!lory,;
teacher named Cora WIison Stewart.
· "She asked people to send her letters
lives
yet:at
the old rilocililigb,t'ilcluiol thatA native of Farmers; in Ro\'\'an.
when they learned-to write, and there
has
been
resurrected
on the ·gl'l)unds of
County, Stewart began teaching in 1895
are literally hundreds'of'letters that she
Morehead State University, ·_1µ1d her
at age 20, and at age 26 she.was elected got, some of·them very touching. That's
·spirit is·still warm in the pages:of her
superintendent of
., . . ·
.
whatgave· her so
''.Country Life Readers," which tum up
Rowan County
much strengtbt ·
occasionally
In stacks-of antique books,
schools. Ten years
said Willie. Nelms,
. '!Dear.Friends,":sbe.wrote on the·last.
later she became
· director of the.
· page-of the first-reader. ''This,little.book
the first woman to
.. public library ..
was ~tten especially;'_(oithe dear·boys · ·
be elected ·
system in Pitt ..
president of the
: County, N. C.,'·who · and girls. of, the moonlight. schools, not •
the youngest, perhaps;but:the:finest ...
Kentucky
. bas studied .
-school children on·earth: .-.-The--·---· · • ·
Education
"."° Stewart's life ..
prepanition:.of.this: book has been·tney
Association; · .
•· extensively: · ·• ·
-a-labor·of love. If:you,have:received..any
Stewart admiredr,
,. · A Carrollton, .
b_enefif from it, the authorci.g fiilly-- :· ··•
the strength and
T: Ky.; woman wrote
repaid.-·.
· ; .· :~ ~ - .:.::.::_.' .'..
resourcefulness of·
,t Stewart in 1914: "! ·
_
''Yours
sincerely;
Com.:WUSOn,o
·•e.r., ,: :
mountain people
; '•wish to thank you
Stewart'''
-·-··· _______ .
.
and was troubled
for the Moonlight
that so many of
·. Schools. !'have .
them were
.'. been going six .
illiterate.
:_ nights and have
She was moved
~- learned to read
by young men and
' .. and write. lam
women she met
forty-three years
wlio sang
old and have · ·
beautifully but
written my first
who could not
.
.. •
letter to· my
read;.by-parents . :"";; .._: '.i<ENrucKY-EDUCATION ASSOCIATION'AACHll'ES:! 1'.i:J.other; tlieill!!Xf'·,.
who asked· her to· .,Cilrii Wllsoii"Stewari; the'. Rowan -~ "' ·--·to you·: ::-Yours;- ,.,
read them le~ers
County teacher. who started.moonllght... Amanda
they-had received
schciola;:plctured In 1911.
. McKinney."
from children who
.·
· -·
· .
· :'.: ' ·Hail the avenues
had moved .away;
·'
of niediciile or law been open to• her; - ·
Something had to be•done:.
Nelms believes:Stewart-would have risen
Stewart·devisell a simple textbook
as capably to tlie top of those ··:· ···
series-''Tlie C<iunttyLife''Readers" - · ·professions:.-During(he,1920s Stewart· ·
and enlisted teache~·,;o]1!nteerJJ·.to work
enjoyed an international reputati~n i,11-- .
afnight; for. no additional-pay;··.
. --·tlfe field:of education;: Slie was.executive
Schoolchildren were encourage!! to
director of P~icleilt·'Herbert·Hoovefs, ...

m'a
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WKU libraries plan book fair
as a way to counter budget cuts
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY
Staff Writer
·
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. -Taking a page from the annual Kentucky Book Fair, Western Kentucky University is planning its
first Southern Kentucky Book
Fair next month, with 95 regional
and national authors scheduled to
attend.
Among them are Robert James
Waller, author of the best seller
"The Bridges of Madison Coimty;" R L. Stine, author of the popular "Fear Street" series for
young adults; and Cliffie Stone, a
Country Music Hall of Fame songwriter and author of "Everything
You Always Wanted to Know
about Songwriting but Didn't
Know Who to Ask."
The fair's director, Jim Erskine,
said he hopes the May 15 event
will "get people excited about
their reading." Western President
Thomas Meredith said the fair
"gives us another aspect of the
university to show off."
But organizers also hope the
fair will eventually play a key role
in raising private money for Westem's libraries.
"This is a critical time for Western in general with the (state)
budget cuts, and they are trying
not to cut the library's books and
supplies," said Adele Kupchella,
the libraries' development officer.
"We hope (the fair) brings more
attention to the libraries, a first
step in any fund-raising effort."
Kupchella said Westem's library system does not yet have a
fund-raising goal or a list of

- - - - - - - - - - - • the university who wants to bor~
row from the university libraries.
is
asked to join the organization:·
"We hope (the fair)
The library system has also
brings more
sought corporate support. At le~
22 companies are supporting the:
attention to the
book fair, and one - Martin·
libraries, a first step Automotive Group of Bowling
Green - will hold a $50-per-per-.
in any fund-raising . son
reception for the authors May:
14. In exchange, the library is of>
effort."
fering a June workshop to its cor:·
porate supporters on how to use·
the libraries to meet their busi;·
ness-information needs.
· ,_•
needs. However, $250,000 of the
To reach future patrons, an ·es,
library budget that had been used say contest began in the region's:
to pay staff salaries has been
transferred in the past year 10 pay public schoo1s this year on "WhyI
Like Books." Winners Katie Kun.'
for journal subscriptions and kel of Natcher Elementary, AnthiJ: •
book acquisitions, said Kupchella ny Torrence of Brownsville Ele'.and Michael Binder, dean of the mentary and Lindy Oliver of Harf
university libraries. The money county Middle School will have
came from salaries of staff mem- lunch during the book fair witli '.
hers who left and were not re- some of the authors and receiv~·
placed.
an autographed book of their
The library also has equipment choice.
·· ·:
needs, and Western eventually
Erskine and others expect thewill need a new library building, book fair to grow, as has !lie~
Kupchella said. One of its build- Frankfort-based Kentucky Book"
ings, the Margie Helm Library, Fair, where proceeds go to make·
was built in 1931 as a gymnasium library grants across the state. Iii·
and is "just bursting at the recent years the Frankfort book·
seams," Kupchella said.
fair ·has had sales of more than::
Yet Westem's libraries likely $100,000 and drawn 3,000 to 6,081}>
will face more budget cuts this people.
·
:year because of a continuing state
Western will sell books for 19"
budget freeze, Kupchella said.
percent off the cover price, a!!d •
The university library system · the authors will autograph books
has taken several steps to find pri- bought at the fair. Admission ii
vale support. Kupchella was hired free. The fair will be at Westem's'
in 1989 as its development direc- Downing University Center from
tor. In June 1990, a "Friends of 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. CDT. Parking winthe Library" program was organ- be available across the street Ii:(
ized. Anyone not' affiliated with Diddle Arena.
'
· -·•
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.How about UK academics
The editors of Money, Magazine produce an annual guide, ''lle§t College
Buys," that collects data on 1,000 colleges
and universities.. They considered such
issues as faculty strength, instruction
budget, the number of graduates who earn
doctorates or become top corporate executives, the quality of the student body,' and
the tuition cost. From this, they· ranked
institutions to determine which provide a
good quality education at a reasonable
price.
Of the top 100 such schools, the
authors declared: "Their prices are bar~
gains, when measured against the quality
of education they offer." The University of.
Kentucky was near the very top, at 15th.

Even more interesting is that this
rating is based on the $5,175 per year outof-state tuition and fees, rather than the
rate charged Kentucky residents ($2,278
next year).
It is gratifying to ~ive independent
confirmation of what the faculty has
always known: The University of Kentucky provides an education opportunity
comparable to Harvard (No. 36) or Stanford (No. 65) at a small fraction of the cost
A number of other national publications
(for.example, "The Princeton Review, The
Student Access Guide to the Best Colleges") also have given Kentucky a favorable review.
Let's have a cheer for the Big Blue
academics team.
JOSEPH P. STRALEY
Lexington
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He placed some of the blame
for the region's problems on
higher education.
In some ways, he said higher education "has not b_een a
friend" in the effort · to cure
the' region's ills because it's
served as a conduit for the
- - - - - - - - - ~ - - - ; , :.i'.You can',t~,W!.!!';}\::JBicro apbrightest young people_ to
By J1M ROBINSON
:_ , proach to solve..•a~!Jl!!cro probleave the region.
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
' ,_ ,Jem.~:./:he. tol!l.,.:eastern Ke_nIn a recent conversation
.
'. ttick:Y,:Cleaders. ,,gathered m
with a group of MSU scholarMOREHEAD - Morehead·
Morehead for the-sixth-annual
ship students, Eaglin said,
State University President _RoEast Kentucky Leadership
nearly all said they wanted to
nald Eaglin urged· eastern
Conference.
return to their home areaS' to·
Kentucky leaders Friday to•·
Eaglin, _in .h_is first major
live. But most of them agreed
they probably wouldn't be able·,
take a more unified and conspeech to . eastern ~entucky
centrated approach to_ solving·
leaders since takmg over
to.
· ;
the region's chronjc poverty.
MSU's presidency 10 months
He urged leaders to take a .
He suggested· a summit of
ago, said that while poverty in
broader
view of the problems
the 25 economic development
1--eastern Kentucky is not as bad
and
not
attack
them a piece at
agencies that serve th~ region_
as it was 30 years ago "the last
a time.
to come up with solutmns for
bit is sometimes the hardest."
the region's chronic poverty
He said MSU would.serve as
"We're tired of studying it,"
and unemployment:" · :
a catalyst for the effort if the
he said. " ... Now what can we
do to solve it?"
leaders accepted his challenge.

MSU lead~r·utges
attack -on·, pov~rj:y
'

}'H••••
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Cooperation
key,. regional
leaders say·
About 300
ponder issues
DAILY INDEPENDENT'

MOREHEAD - Eastern
Kentucky counties and cities
should band together to get
more leverage with landfills
and recycling companies, successful women should ,find
younger women to take under_
their wings, and colleges
should look not only to cooper- ate with one another but with
secondary schools as well.
Those were a few of the suggestions tossed out Friday during the first day of the sixth'
annual East Kentucky Leadersh~onference_ at_ 1'4.~eh~acl__
State University.
The two-day meeting, where
about 300 eastern· Kentucky
leaders will try to solve the region's problems, concludes
today after address~g. a host
of topics, including family violence · the best use of coal severante tax. money and the developinent a'-forest procfocts
industry. . The conference opened- .with•
two-hour sessions on - solid

of

He urged educators to look::
for more such arrangements.
In the third session, about
women, panelists urged
-women who have achieved. _
·success to pick other women
to nurture.
"Traditionally, women· have·
not been good mentQ,_~_JQ...
other ,,women," said Hilda.
Legg, co-chairwoman of the
Appalachian Regional Commission.
The conference ccincludes1
today· y;ith a banquet and a'
chance for participants to·
bend the ear of their congress-,
1
men.
U.S. Reps .. Jim Bunning,:Hal
Rogers -and Scotty Baesler are:
all expected to attend.
- :j
Janie. Catron, field represen-tative for Sen. Mitch· Mc<,:om
nell
·and the conference's--_iiri>-·
manner."
gram
chairwoman; sai~theJ
The price of dumping gar- gathering gives eastern~ Ken-··
bage has jumped from $10 oq , tucky leaders not· only- a,
$12 a ton to· around .$20 and.ii
chance. to formulate solutions"
- could go as high as $30 before
to
proble!]ls and concerns, but
more stringent landfill regulato establish relationships that
tions take ftill effect; Tcinning
are. important in uniting :J:he;
~11_icl, -- -- - ---·
tegion.
If counties can unite and
"We're really very· pleased
offer landfills a. larger waste
with the way the conference
stream to ·buy, they can get a
has· come together this year,'..'
better price, he- said. The same
she said.
waste;- cooperation among colleges, and women in business
and politics._
._
Solid-waste officials. said
sweeping legislative reforms adopted in-'1990 and 1991
have improved ·regulation of
solid waste in Kentucky.I But some problems, including the cost of dumping garbage and illegal dumping, remain.
Barry Tonning, solid-waste
planning liaison for the Gateway District Health Depart-·
ment, urged counties and cities to go together to negotiate better disposal rates.
"This is a big concern to·
counties," Tonning said.
"They're wondering if they're
going to be able -to · afford to dispose of garbage in a lawful

new·

By JIM ROBINSON
OF THE

approach would apply to recycled materials, he said.
In the college session,
Pikeville College President
William Owens told educators
cooperative ventures between
colleges and secondary schools "
1
' sometimes make it easier to
· attract·" private-- money for ,a project.
·

-A seryice of the. Office of Media Relations-
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Rockcastle County had received

Are ',.$5 jobs' the best that milliQDS can _ b_uy?

!1~1I~ir~e:;:i.i~i.:r~:~-f~~n~

.
ky
But most Eastern Kentucky offiBy JOHN VOSKUHL, Staff Wrlter
Ross has heard the criticism about attracting relatively
~ual ~~er;;hip f Co~er~nfe,d an • The mon~y is put into two funds: cials agree that no matter the
'
, · · ·
·
low-paying jobs. But he said during an interview yesterday
ha . . enng .0 reg_ion ea ers one for projects that require coop- amount, the fund is too low.
,. MOREHEAD, Ky. - With millions of dollars· devoted to that the Cintas jobs will provide employee benefits like . t _t JS ru!11ed at di_scussmg problems 4)ration among counties and one for ' Patton called it "an embiyo ... an
Juring new businesses into rural Kentucky - including health coverage.
~nd findmg solutions.
use by each of the 44 eligible coun- ipea," and said the dollar amounts
about $6' million this year from the state coal-severance tax .. "The wages are just part ,of the picture," he ,said.
: In seminars yesterday, partici- ties.
~re "not significant."
- Eastern Kentuckians wonder· whether the money should
pants discussed topics such as how : The second fund is divided : Counties can spend the money
pay for "five-dollar j9bs."
·
Lt. Gov. Paul Patton, a former Pike County coal operator
,o sti!11ulate the region's wood:prod- among the eligible counties accord- qnly on what Patton called "real.es:_ The issue came up earlier !!tis !11!Jnlh.after Peny County who until a few weeks ago headed the state Cabinet for
~els mdustiy and how best to use ,a i'ng to a formula that considers the !~le-rela!ed" expenses, such as buy!!lld state economic-development agenCJes ·announced that · Econiiriiic·oevelopme·nt, also has.heard llie criticism.·-~ new pot of money from the states· amount of taxes paid in a county, mgandimprovinglandanderecting
a $4 million incentive plan had persuaded Cintas Corp., an
A healthy economy, he said, depends on all sorts of jobs ¢o:iJ-severance 1~ thal has been S7I ~he mining earnings and employ- l)uildings. Each county must apply
~pparel manufacturer, to open a plant in the Hazard area. - at all sorts of skill levels. And yesterday he said that by ~side for ~nomic ~evelopment m ment in the county and the number 19 the economic-development cabi· I Initially, _Cintas will' offer' an.estimated 130 jobs at a base July 1994, state incentives would land a high-paying manu- toal-prod uCJng counties.
of unemployed o; underemployed ne\ f~r permission to take money
wage of $5 an hour,' said Ben Ross, executive director of facturer for the region.
: The 1992 General Assembly set people.
from the_ fund.
· the Eastern Kentucky Corp· .~a--quasf-pubiic corporation that
aside 3 percent of the proceeds · Th f ul
It •
I ti I 1 By next year, the development
"We will get - within the next 17 months - a real, live from the tax for the development '. e orm a resu s m r~ a ve Y , funds are budgeted to receive 6 per. recruits industries for the region.
,
.
factoiy with real, good:paying jobs •.. in Eastern Ken- (und. About two-thirds of the result- little money for some counties.
. cent of the coal-severance tax - or
· That's about $10 less per hour than workers can earn in tucky," he said. ·
ing $6 million will go to the Eastern : For example, records from the a projected $12 million. Under state
the coal industiy -' which traditionally has been Eastern
Patton's P.romise came du, ring a meeting of the East Ken- Kentucky coalfield counties the rest state Department of Local Govern- law, the fund's share of the coal
Kentucky's largest private employer.
to the western coal counti~s.
men! show that as of January, severance tax is projected to reach
jj ~
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But Patton said the coal-sever-
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hard-core Appalachia" - especially
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which provides counties with mon-

Said John Cleveland, director of

sky company to drop on Whitesburg. But it's not going to happen."

concerted''effortS pledged
Leadership_ conference
(economic development) is
going to· stand still."
ends on positive note
er~~PEa;::!~~~1:i~k\v~~t
having meaningful participa- · · sponsored the conference, hon-

__________
· _

By JIM ROBINSON
OF.THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - Eastern
Kentucky's two congressmen
pledged to work to cure the
region's chronic problems,
and area leaders Saturday
honored a man credited with
bringing a systematic approach to regional development as the Eastern Kentucky Leadership Conference
concluded here.
Reps. Hal Rogers and Jim
Bunning, eastern Kentucky's
congressmen, said many obstacles remain to reversing
the region's chronic unemployment and poverty. But
with cooperation and ·-the
right attitude, those p'roblems can be overcome, tlley·
said.
"We must develop a coOI:di- .
nated effort where we all
sing from the same page of
the song book," Rogers told.
about 150 pe9ple·'·gatliered'
last night at Morehead State
University.
·
"It's not going to fall into
our laps," said Bunning. "It's
not going to fall from heaven.
We ·have to make it work."
The conference, in its sixth
year, concluded after two
days of intensive discussions
of the region's problems by
honoring. John Whisman,
credited with helping establish the system of area development districts- in Kentucky
and the federal fil)Jlalachian
Regional Commission, which
helped bring. infrastructure
to the impoverished regi0n.
Whisman, described as
"the ideal public servant,"
said being able-to change policy, focusing on an area and

I

tion from area . leaders are ored four other people and orthe keys to reversing eastern ganizations for their contribuKentucky's problems.
tions to the region.
-The · conference drew about ·
Honored as a private indi300.leadel's from the region.
vidual was Dr. Louise Caudill
. In-three-hour sessions.Satur- of Morehead, who started St.
day,-· they·· discussed. a host of' Claire Medical Center.
issues•tanging from using coal
The Kentucky Highlands Inseverance tax money for ecci- vestment Corp., a private nonno mi c development to profit venture capital firm
churches' roles in . providing based in ·London, received the
social services·in.the region to award.for· ·an organization for
planning and .~oµing.
.
its efforts to create jobs. ·
A report on the:conference's
The Floyd County Times re, recommeridations°'will be pub- ceived the media award for its
Iished in May. ·· ,
coverage of corruption in the
Lt. Gov: Paul:Patton said the Floyd County school system.
.increasing amcnint of coal sevMinnie Adkins, a folk artist
erance,,:money;iothat will b~ from !sonville in Elliott Coungoing to 'coal.producing coun- ty, was honored for her contrities in the. next couple of years butions to culture and the
/ should be. used. to lure busi- · arts.
I nesses into the ·region, not on , a broad-based infrastructure
building program.
The extra coal severance
money must be spent on economic development, and Patton- said it should go to create
projects that go "specifically
to the bottom line of a com' pany.
"We can force economic deve!opmen t into the mountains."
Elsewhere, lumber officials
said that while the lumber
business should be developed
more, it ·is not going to replace
the declining coal industry.
Also, the conference voiced
support for planning and zoning as a means to economic
development.
"It's essential. It has to be.
there," said Frank Edele, executive director of the Ken' . tucky Municipal Law Center
and a form.er Ashland, city attorney. "Until towns in eastern Kentucky wake up to this,
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Kurth to~ spe~k on Soviets at, WKU.
BOWUNG GREEN, Ky.. - Murray State University President
Ronald J. Kurth, whose photographic essay of the people•!)f th!!
former Soviet Union is on display at Western Kentucky Uruverst•
ty, will give a related talk Monday night in the Kentucky Building
Lecture Hall.
·
Kurth, a retired Navy rear a ~ , h~d two tours of_duty at the
American Embassy in Moscow m the mid-1970s and mid-1980s. 1!1
his photographs, Kurth safd, he.kept !n ~d "the natural arc!rl•
lecture of the environment, the ambient circumstances of daily
life like those in the marketplace, and the-incredible storybook
which is the ·human face."
.
Kurth's talk,° which is free ~o the _p1;1bli~,,starts. at 7 ·P•!Il·"CD!,.
with a reception afterward..His exhibit will remam,on display m
the Kentucky Museum's Garden- Gilllery through June 21. · ,

Prores·sor,,,,
goes·the
dist·ance
Charity
benefits
By JIM ROBINSON
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - An ·exhausted but happy Morehead
State University chemistry
teacher completed a 24-hour
run for charity this morning,
Herb Hedgecock said he'll
be sore for several days after
running and walking 93¼
miles around the Jayne Stadium track on MSU's campus.
"I'm tired, and I'm elated,"
Hedgecock said, moments
after finishing at 9 a.m. "It
was very hard."
Hedgecock, a veteran .longdistance runner, said he was
buoyed by the hundreds of
people who ran and walked
with him during the longest
race of his life.
·
"It made me want to go on
and finish this thing," · he
said.
Mary Westcot, director of
Christian Social Services, a
Morehead-based social service organization that will
receive the money raised
from Hedgecock's run, said it
will raise the profile of her
agency in the community.
"I'm just glad he's OK,"
Westcot said as she watched
Hedgecock jog the final laJ?
by himself. " ... I-just can't believe he's running. He just a
machine. He keeps going and
going and going."
..
Hedgecock ran most of the
distance he covered, but said
he took many breaks and
walked most of the final hour.
He slowed considerably as
the day wore on. He completed
the first miles in 8:51. By the
end he was taking about 20
m~utes for a mile.
•
Last year, Hedgecock, 45,
ran ao miles around Rowan
County and raised. about
$3,100 for Christian Social Services.
. ·
· ·
He said he hopes cto double
that amount' with this year's
run. It will be about a mbnth
before all the money .from
pledges comes in.
Hedgecock said he ate crackers fruit and rice and swilled
Gatorade during the run,
"I should own stock in Gatorade." he said.

and applied moleskin to combat the blisters.
He said he stayed in good
spirits because he had someone to talk to most of the time.
Hedgecock said he doesn't
plan to top this year's run
next year. He said he just
wants to do something different.
"I'm glad it's over," he said.

Blisters on the bottom of his
feet and a couple of drunk
hecklers who were escorted
away by police about 1:30 a.m.
were the most significant obstacles to completing the run.
Hedgecock said he changed
snoes and socks several times •
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Going by the book
Computers and students pusµ
c,~lleges to expand libraries
Associated Press

"It is also more efficient for patrons;
... they can find so much more in a
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Increased shorter period of time."
.. ·•
use and, technological changes are
The data lianks allow students and
driving : signilicant libnuy-expan- faculty from one college to search
sion projects at Kentucky's public the card catalo~of other colleges,
and private universities;
and they ease access to worldwide
Demand was so great· that the borrowing and lending of .libnuy
University, of Kentucky's Margaret materials. UK's King. libnuy lent
I. Klng.Libnuy began operating 24 27,889 materials ·under its inter-lihours-, a day last fall, . and some bnuy loan program during the 1991nlghts,as niany as 500 people arrive . 92 .school year, compared with
. between midnight and 7 am.
17,456 items lent during 1984-85.
''We expected it to be , busy at
Other libnuy projects at the
night,-: but we
·state's colleges
never:~ anticipat"' and universities
ed thti:' group of
include:
students that Data banks allow one::· .■A $13.3 milcomes; at ·. 5
11·
,
d
·
lion renovation
a.m.,"·said Paul CO ege S stu enfstc,:; and expansion,
Wims, director search card catalogs·· expected to inof UK's libraries.
of oth
II
crease space by
"At exam time it
er CO eges.
50 p~rcent, at
will be very,
Eastern Kenvery i full," he
tucky Universisaid. -"And the
ty's Crabbe Licomputer lab simply stays full."
bnuy in Richmond.
The university's 2 million-volume
II A $9.1 million expansion of the
book collection, the 5lst-largest in Steely Libnuy at Northern KenNorth:America, has long outgrown tucky University, which will add
the King Libnuy and its 13 campus study space as well as shelf space.
branches.
■ A proposal for a $2.5 million Ji.
The main library and branches brary at private Midway College in
seat 900 people, compared with Woodford County. The-,school is
3,000 for a new libnuy building UK raising money for the project, which
President Charles Wethington out- would almost double libnuy capaclinth.ed ~ 199~. Wet~gto$n ca11milli~!or ity.
.
e uruversity to raise 20
on
■ A new, $5.5 million libnuy has
toward a $58 million project.
become the top capital-construction
The university has now raised
nearly $18.3 million toward its goal priority at privately operated
and plans to ask the state legisla- Georgetown College in Scott Counture for the rest.
ty. Fund raising is under way.
Changing technology is. also
Libnuy officials at Western. Kenbringipg about improvements in li- tucky University in Bowling Green
bnuy facilities. Another key factor have long wanted a renovation and
iri exj:>ansion projects is computer expansion of its Helm-Cravens Litechriology, which does ·not mesh bnuy. But the plan has been shelved
with. gld buildings, inadequate wir- for now because of financing.
ing and uncontrolled climates.
''We're now studying how to
For' example, card catalogs are make better and.different use of exnow on data bases at the state's isting facilities," said Michael Bendeight public universities and at most er, dean of libraries.
of its- private colleges.
Libraries also have been built or
Computers provide much more ef- renovated in recent years at Centre
ficient storage of records than paper College in Danville, Transylvania
files do, said Christie Robinson, di- University in Lexington and Berea
~or.·o~ coope~tive ero~ for College in _Madison County, all pri-
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B erea h ead
Steph ens On
tO leave post
next year

John Stephenson said that he worries
t~at he has neg.l~cted his family, as well as
his personal spmtual growth, and wants to
remedy both.
A few years ago he was diagnosed with a
chronic form of leukemia, which is now under control, and he has had unrelated medicalproblemsfromwhichheh:s::v:r:,
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FRAN ELLERS
Staff Writer
By

John Stephenson has made it a point to
meet with two good friends occasionally to
check whether he was becoming hardened
and cynical, as college administrators sometimes do.
He said they recently reassured him that,
after nearly nine years as Berea College's
president, "you're not there yet."
But Stephenson, 55, is at another sort of
personal crossroads, and yesterday he announced that he will step down July 31,
1994, giving the Berea board of trustees a
year to find a replacement.
He and his wife, Jane, plan to remain in
Berea, where he will pursue his writing, as
well as his interests in the development of
Appalachia and higher education.
"My involvement in Berea has done nothing but help me in growing more knowledgeable about how to promote positive
change,'' Stephenson said yesterday. Yet
after nearly a decade, "one needs time to
cultivate one's soul. It's very difficult to call
one's time one's own."
Finding a president with the soul of Stephenson, a sociologist who came to Berea
after being the first director of the University
of Kentucky's Appalachian Center, will be
just as difficult, school
officials said yesterday.
A national search will
begin almost immediately, said board Chairman
David Swanson of Cincinnati. The search will
be headed by trustee
Stephenson
Elizabeth Culbreth of
Alexandria, Va.
Stephenson has had success in both developing programs and raising money, a
critical factor at Berea, where students are
not charged tuition but are required to work
.several hours a week. Last year the college
finished a five-year campaign by raising
$70 million. The money, most of it in donations of $100 or less, has gone for library
renovations and improvements, higher salaries for teachers, building projects and increased student financial aid.
"He's just been remarkable in his ability
to organize and focus the attention of the
business and charitable communities in
support of Berea College," said trustee Barry Bingham Jr. of Louisville.
During Stephenson's tenure, the college
developed the Brush Fork Institute, a center
to ·promote educational and economic development among leaders in Appalachia. It
also developed Students for Appalachia, a
service program that uses Berea students
and community volunteers.
Berea College was listed third among the
best colleges in the South last year by U. S,
News & World Report.
Stephenson's other efforts have -ranged
from bringing computers to the school to
planting trees on campus. In the next year,
the college will proceed with construction
of a $10 million building for convocations
and physical education programs.
Jane Stephenson will continue her work
with a program she developed to help women in Appalachia make the transition from
home to the workplace. The couple has
three grown children.
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WKU bu~get plan to eliminate 42 jobs
'

,

,

Associated Press '. ,
.
.
. ,. .
BOWLING GREEN, Ky._.,..Westem Kentucky University wil1'eliminate 42 jobs as part of a plan 'to deal
with a projected $3.4 million deficit,
President Thomas . Meredith announced yesterday.
The 'job cuts will save Western
$775,000 annually, Meredith said.
He said salary increases and continued cuts in state funding forced the
job cuts.

Twelve of the 42 jobs are now
ftlled; the other 30 were waiting to
· be filled, Meredith said: They include· 14 ln·academlc affairs - in•
eluding nine full-time faculty - 18
in finance and.administration, three
, in the president's office and six In·
•student affairs. All of the faculty po- ·
sitions ·are now vacant.
"It's a major econcimic impact on
the community," Meredith said.
. Also, there will be a $1.6 million
~duction in filling requests for un-

LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY,. TUESDAY, APRIL 27, 1993
■

· --

Th

budgeted items and $1.12 million In
budget cuts. ·
Thebiggesthit~uldbetakenby
the athletics department, whose
budget would be cut $181,650.
The budget plan also calls for several fee increases and a new $15 _fee
for applying for admission. The student health fee would increase from
$24.50 to $26;50 each semester.
Housing would increase from $580
to $625 each semester. Parking fees
would increase $5 a year.
e

I d
d t A hi d Kent cky
a, y n epen en , s an ,
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WKU
to drop :42
Jobs i:::,;;.L]JX>:::
.
.
to meet its pr9jected .·words• of prais
deficit of $3.4 mi 11 ion .- . National champs
Monday,April26,1993
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Associated Press

BOWLING GREEN - Western
Kentucky University will eliminate
42 jobs as part of a plan to deal
with a projected $3.4 million deficit,
President Thonias Meredith announ~ yesterday.
The job cuts will save Western
$775,000 annually, Meredith said.
He said salary increases and continued cuts in state funding forced the
job cuts,
Among the 42 jobs, 12 are now
filled and 30 were waiting to ·be
filled, Meredith said. They include
14 in academic affairs - including
nine full-time faculty - 18 in
finance and administration, three in
the_ president's _office and six in

student affairs. All of the faculty
positions are now vacant .
· "It's a major economic impact
on the community,'' Meredith said.
Also, there will be a $1.6 million
reduction in requests and $1.12.
millio11 in budget cuts.
·
The biggest hit would be the
athletics department, whose budget
would be cut $181,650.
The budget plan also calls for
an increase in: several fees and a
new $15 fee for applying for admission. The student health fee would
increase from $24.50 to $26.50 each
semester. Housing would increase
from $580 to $625 each semester.
Parking fees )VOµld increase $5 a
year.
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Acorn Award nominees sought
The Kentucky Advocates for Higher Education is seeking nominations for the second annual Acom Award, for a teaching professor exhibiting excellence in service and commitment to students.
· Students, faculty, parents and the public are invited to submit
nominations. Nominees must be full-time faculty members of an
accredited four-year college or university in Kentucky.
Acom Award recipients receive a hand-carved plaque and a
$5,000 honorarium. The Kentucky Advocates for Higher Education is.a non-profit, volunteer organization dedicated to promoting
the value of higher education in Kentucky. .
To •nomiqate .a teacher, write to the Kentucky Advocates· for
Higher Education, 623 Raintree Road, Lexington, Ky, 40502. Include the name and address of the nominee. Nomihations are due
by May 31. For more information, call Betty Michel at (606) 2665324,

Kudos to the Morehead
State University varsity
cheerleaders who have become - the first Division I
squad to win the National
College Cheerleading Championships for three consecutive years.
. In addition, squad members Suzette Hignite, a graduate student· from Flatwoods,
and Dan Gillenwater, a Columbus, Ohio, graduate student, were second in the partner stunt competition.
·
In addition to Hignite,
members of the MSU squad
from this area are Cindi
Christa Gr-izzle, Raceland
freshman;, Cassie Lawson,
Morehead freshman; and Ashl~y W!!ite!_1shland junior.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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17-stole $11,713
from food service,
WKU report says
Auditor Louie B. Nunn suggests
it's time school's president resigned
By Dottie Bean
Herald-Leader education writer

/

A Western Kentucky University
task force investigating food service
abuse yesterday recommended that
17 current and former WKU employees pay back $11,713 in food
services they were not entitled to,
The task force also recommended that letters of reprimand be
placed in the employees' personnel
files.
In addition, the panel said the
former director of WKU food services, Louis Cook, made numerous
unauthorized loans to students, totaling about $20,000. The university
is already trying to recover that
money.
Cook has since retired and can
no longer be associated with WKU
in any way, the news release said.
The investigation began after
Western's former assistant director
of food services, Howard P. Lindsey, was indicted on several
charges. Lindsey was indicted on 10
counts of theft of money allegedly ·
stolen from the university, The
thefts totaled more than $13,000
ov_er a six-year period.
Financial questions about the
food service and other WKU operations last year prompted an audit
by former Kentucky Gov, Louie B.
Nunn.
At a carnpuswide forum, Nunn
criticized food service _abuses, said
meal tickets given to athletes might
violate NCAA regulations and suggested it might be time for President Thomas C. Meredith to leave
Western.
The task force report yesterday
criticized Lindsey for ''wrongfully"
'issuing a Supercard to a football
player who was not on a legitimate
athletic scholarship.
The Supercard is a system for
purchasing meals at WKU. Money
is deposited, and the balance declines as students and staff use the
cards.
Proceedings are pending in that
case, the task force report said.

The report also criticized Jack
Harbaugh, the WKU football coach,
who signed a scholarship form for
the student and let the scholarship
continue for three years, although
the student was not "performing
activities called for by the terms of
the scholarship."
The task force recommended a
letter of reprimand be placed in the
coach's file, The value of the scholarship was estimated at $12,240 in
the report.
"I broke no rules. I respect the
task force and everyone that was on

it," Harbaugh told WBKO-TV in
Bowling Green. "I'm loyal to Western Kentucky University, I work for
Western Kentucky University and,
as far as we are concerned, tomorrow is a new day, and we are going
to put this behind us."
·
The 17 current and former employees, who owe WKU amounts
ranging from $87.40 to $990.87,
were given Supercards although,
they had deposited no money, according to the task force.
Since the abuses first began to
surface, Western has gotten out of
the food service business, said Fred
Hensley, director of university relations. The food service is now
operated by the Marriott Corp.,
under a contract with WKU,
Hensley said yesterday that the
Marriott contract was not related to
the problems with the food service,
but Meredith said last year the
abuses were the reason the Marriott
Corp. was brought in.
In the news release, Meredith
was quoted as saying he would
implement all recommendations in
the task force's report.

***

Staff writer Eric Gregory and
The Associated Press contributed to
this article.
·

The Daily Independent. Ashland, Kentucky,

Tuesday, April 27, 1993

A higher rate·
MSU athletes more likely to graduate
Much has been written in
recent years about the failure
of college athletes to graduate, but at Morehead State
University, varsity athletes
are far more likely to receive
their degrees than other students.
In compliance with federal
law,. Morehead has released
its graduation rates for students who entered school in
1986. Of the student athletes,
69 percent had graduated by
August 1992 - 86 percent of
the women and 63 percent of
the men. In comparison, only
42 percent of the male and 46
percent of the female nonathletes had earned degrees
by last August.

.:...A service of the Office of Media Relations-

Participation in varsity
athletics provides an added
incentive for students to remain in school. Because they
must maintain a minimum
grade-point average to remain eligible for varsity
competition, many hit the
books a little harder and may
take more advantage of tutoring programs available to
students.
More than a reflection on
the academic abilities of
MSU student athletes, the
failure of more than half of
the non-athletes in an MSU
freshman class to graduate
should be the im_petus for designing more programs to
keep students in school,
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WKU reprimands 17 for abuse of meals program
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY
Staff Writer
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - After documenting instances of abuse of its so-called
Supercard meals program, Western Kenlucky University officially reprimanded
football coach Jack Harbaugh and 16 others yesterday, and severed its association
with Louis Cook, retired director of Westem's defunct food services department.
Relying on recommendations from a
group of university administrators, Westem President Thomas Meredith also ordered university administrators to seek
restitution totaling more than $31,000
from the 17 current and former employees
and students who apparently ate free on
Western's tab.
Under the Supercard program, Western
students and staff who deposited money
i(!tO an account could use the card to buy

food and books. But an administrative
task force - which included Western vice
presidents James Ramsey, Robert Haynes
and Jerry Wilder and Meredith's top assis!ant, James Heck - found the computerized accounts were altered in instances to
show fictitious balances that allowed peopie to charge meals without having deposited any money.
Harbaugh was reprimanded for allowing student Christiaan Volkert of Boca Raton, Fla., to continue on a football scholarship granted by former football coach
Dave Roberts although Volkert was never
a part of Western's football program. In
exchange for the scholarship, Volkert's fa.
!her, Leon, a hotel management executive,
arranged for some of Western's football
coaches to stay in hotel rooms for free or
at discounted rates while on recruiting
trips.
The scholarship, which ended last fall,

saved Christiaan Volkert and his brother
Gable $18,829 in tuition and fees, according to Capt. Richard Kirby, a campus police officer who investigated the matter.
Meredith took no action against the Volkerts, who have said they were approached by Roberts and that the former
football coach suggested the arrangement.
The action against Cook is for making ·
"numerous unauthorized loans to students
through their Supercards," according to
news release issued yesterday. While
"many" such loans were repaid, the task
. force checked food-service records and
found that approximately $20,000 had not
been repaid.
Cook retired last July, after Western's
regents hired Marriott Corp. to run the
university's cafeterias. He is believed to
have helped Western recently as a volunteer in a minor fund-raising effort. His
brother Paul also retired last year as West-
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The task force recommended yesterday
that Louis Cook be "no longer associated
with the University in any employment,
consulting or representative capacity."
Several of the those involved in the Supercard scam have been assistant coaches.
h
Meredi!h 0rd ered I em 10 repay more
than $1l,OOO wi thin 60 days - the
amounts range from $s 7.4o to $!,826 -90.
In its recommendations to Meredith, the
task force said the 17 "should have reasonably known that they were not entitled
to these Supercard benefits.''
A former assistant food services director, H. P. Lindsey, was indicted in January
by a Warren County grand jury on 10
counts of theft. Lindsey has been accused
of providing unauthorized cards to the assistant coaches and others.
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could receive - would represent less
than a year of tuition, room and board at
the average private university and about
two years' worth at the average public
university.
Knight-Ridder News Service
"National service is not a program
WASHINGTON - Parents and students hoping to pay for college through that is going to dramatically increase
President Clinton's national service pro- access to higher education or reduce the
gram might be disappointed when he growing loan burdens that students
face," said David Merkowitz, spokesman
releases the details J?riday.
Only about one out of every 100 for the American Council on Education,
students will be able to participate in the an association of colleges and universiprogram when it is fully in effect, accord- ties.
Another official, who asked not to be
ing to administration budget estimates.
identified,
said Clinton aides confess
After working full-time for one year
at minimum wage in a community ser- privately that they have no idea whether
vice job, a student would receive a $6,500 the plan will be attractive to students.
"We're kind of shooting in the dark,"
bonus to repay college loans or pay
tuit;on. After two years, the $13,000 in the official said. "This may be popular in
bonuses - the maximum any student concept, but when push comes to shove

Program's scope smaller
than Clinton advertised

and students have to commit a year or
two to paying a loan off, people may
have second thoughts."
Clinton is scheduled to unveil details
of the plan Friday in a speech at the
University of New Orleans and to submit
legislation to Congress. Knight-Ridder
Newspapers obtained a summary of the
bill, called the National Service Trust Act
of 1993.
Although organized opposition to the
plan has not materialized, neither has
overwhelming support.
"In the current atmosphere, anything
the president sends up that costs a vast
amount of money will be controversial,"
said an education lobbyist tracking the
Clinton plan. After a phase-in period, the
program would cost $3.4 billion a year in
1997 and 1998, according to Clinton's

budget·
.Acc_ordin~ to the summary of the
le~slat1on, Cl~nton wou\d create ~ Corporation fot; National Se!"tce - akm_ to the
Corporation for Publtc Broadcasting to oversee the community service program.
. The board wo~ld work with comm_iss1ons establ!shed m each state to cert!fy
schools, poltce departments, health elmics and other institutions that would
employ the students.
Students 17 and older would apply
directly to the local agency or state
commission to become eligible.
By 1997, the program would be
available to between 100,000 and 150,000
students, according to administration estimates.
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126th commencement
ceremony May 8 will honor
5 768 graduating students.
'
.
UK President Charles T.
Wethington Jr. will deliver
NASHVILLE (AP)- Moreh,
the commencement address State's
Mike Brumfield won 1
to candidates for degrees,
including 3,473 bachelor's, Ohio Valley Conference golf cha
328 professional and I 967 pionship yesterday with a 4-ov
par 220 and led the Eagles to t
graduate.
'
team title.
Dianne .L. Fredwest of
Brumfield had a final round :
Lexington will speak as a : finishing three shots ahead of rt
representative from the
ner-up Kevin Mulvihill of Ausl
class of 1993. She will
Peay.
~eceive ~ bachel?r's d_egree
Morehead finished at 917, ,
m electncal engmeermg.
strokes ahead of Austin Peay
923.

Morehead, Brumfielc
win ave golf titles

